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THE CONSEQUENCES OF LITERACY

The accepted tripartite divisions of the formal study both of mankind's past
and present are to a considerable extent based on man's development first of
language and later of writing. Looked at in the perspective of time, man's
biological evolution shades into prehistory when he becomes a language-using
animal; add writing, and history proper begins. Looked at in a temporal
perspective, man as animal is studied primarily by the zoologist, man as
talking animal primarily by the anthropologist, and man as talking and writing
animal primarily by the sociologist.
That the differentiation between these categories should be founded on
different modes of communication is clearly appropriate; it was language that
enabled man to achieve a form of social organisation whose range and complexity was different in kind from that of animals: whereas the social organisation of animals was mainly instinctive and genetically transmitted, that of
man was largely learned and transmitted verbally through the cultural heritage.
The basis for the last two distinctions, those based on the development of
writing, is equally clear: to the extent that a significant quantity of written
records are available the pre-historian yields to the historian; and to the extent
that alphabetical writing and popular literacy imply new modes of social
organisation and transmission, the anthropologist tends to yield to the sociologist.
But why? And how? There is no agreement about this question, nor even
about what the actual boundary lines between non-literate and literate cultures
are. At what point in the formalisation of pictographs or other graphic signs
can we talk of "letters", of literacy? And what proportion of the society has
to write and read before the culture as a whole can be described as literate?
These are some of the many reasons why the extent to which there is any
distinction between the areas and methods peculiar to anthropology and
sociology must be regarded as problematic; and the difficulty affects not only
the boundaries of the two disciplines but also the nature of the intrinsic differences in their subject matter.1 The recent trend has been for anthropologists
Some writers distinguish the field of Social Anthropology from that of Sociology on
the basis of its subject matter (i.e. the study of non-literate or non-European peoples),
others on the basis of its techniques (e.g. that of participant observation). For a dis1
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to spreadtheirnet more widelyand engagein the studyof industrialsocieties
side by side with their sociologicalcolleagues. We can no longer accept the
view that anthropologistshave as their objectivethe study of primitiveman,
who is characterisedby a "primitivemind",while sociologists,on the other
hand, concernthemselveswith civilisedman, whose activitiesare guided by
"rationalthought"and testedby "logico-empirical
procedures".The reaction
against such ethnocentricviews, however, has now gone to the point of
denyingthat the distinctionbetweennon-literateand literatesociety has any
significantvalidity. This positionseems contraryto our personalobservaton;
and so it has seemedworthwhileto enquirewhetherthere may not be, even
from the most empiricaland relativiststandpoint,genuineilluminationto be
derivedfrom a furtherconsiderationof some of the historicaland analytic
problemsconnectedwith the traditionaldichotomybetweennon-literateand
literatesocieties.
I
THE CULTURAL TRADITION IN NON-LITERATE SOCIETIES

For reasonswhichwill becomeclearit seems best to begin with a generalised
descriptionof the ways in which the culturalheritageis transmittedin nonliteratesocieties, and then to see how these ways are changedby the widespreadadoptionof an easy and effectivemeansof writtencommunication.
Whenone generationhandson its culturalheritageto the next, three fairly
separateitems are involved. First, the society passes on its materialplant,
includingthe naturalresourcesavailableto its members. Secondly,it transmits
standardisedways of acting. These customaryways of behaving are only
partly communicatedby verbal means; ways of cooking food, of growing
crops, of handlingchildrenmay be transmittedby direct imitation. But the
most significantelements of any humanculture are undoubtedlychannelled
throughwords, and reside in the particularrange of meaningsand attitudes
whichmembersof any societyattachto theirverbalsymbols. These elements
includenot only what we habituallythink of as customarybehaviorbut also
such items as ideas of space and time, generalisedgoals and aspirations,in
short the weltanschauungof every social group. In Durkheim'swords,these
categoriesof the understandingare "pricelessinstrumentsof thoughtwhich
the human groupshave laboriouslyforged throughthe centuriesand where
they have accumulatedthe best of their intellectualcapital".2The relative
fromone generationto another
continuityof these categoriesof understanding
cussion of these points, see Siegfried F. Nadel, The Foundations of Social Anthropology
(London, 1951), p. 2.
2 fmile
Durkheim, The Elementary Forms of the Religious Life, trans. Joseph W.
Swain (London, 1915), p. 19.
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is primarilyensuredby language,whichis the most directand comprehensive
expressionof the social experienceof the group.
The transmissionof the verbalelementsof cultureby oral means can be
visualisedas a long chain of interlockingconversationsbetweenmembersof
the group. Thus all beliefs and values, all forms of knowledge,are communicatedbetweenindividualsin face-to-facecontact;and, as distinctfrom the
materialcontent of the cultural tradition,whether it be cave-paintingsor
hand-axes,they are storedonly in humanmemory.
The intrinsicnatureof oral communicationhas a considerableeffect upon
both the content and the transmissionof the culturalrepertoire. In the first
place it makes for a directnessof relationshipbetween symbol and referent.
There can be no referenceto "dictionarydefinitions",nor can words accumulate the successivelayers of historicallyvalidated meaningswhich they
acquirein a literateculture. Insteadthe meaningof each wordis ratifiedin a
successionof concretesituations,accompaniedby vocal inflexionsand physical gestures,all of whichcombineto particularizeboth its specificdenotation
and its acceptedconnotativeusages. This process of direct semanticratification,of course,operatescumulatively;and as a resultthe totalityof symbolreferentrelationshipsis more immediatelyexperiencedby the individualin an
exclusivelyoral culture,and is thus more deeply socialised.
One way of illustratingthis is to considerhow the range of vocabularyin
a non-literatesociety reflectsthis mode of semanticratification.It has often
been observedhow the elaborationof the vocabularyof such a society reflects the particularinterestsof the people concerned. The inhabitantsof
the Pacific island of Lesu have not one, but a dozen or so, words for pigs,3
accordingto sex, color, and wherethey come from- a prolixitywhichmirrors the importanceof pigs in a domestic economy that otherwiseincludes
few sourcesof protein. The corollaryof this prolixityis that wherecommon
emphases and interests,whethermaterialor otherwise,are not specifically
involved,there is little verbal development.Malinowskireportedthat in the
Trobriandsthe outerworldwas only namedinsofaras it yieldedusefulthings,
useful, that is, in the very broadest sense;4 and there is much other testimony

to supportthe view that thereis an intimatefunctionaladaptationof language
in non-literatesocieties,which obtainsnot only for the relativelysimple and
concretesymbol-referentsinvolved above, but also for the more generalized
and for the culturaltraditionas a whole.
"categoriesof understanding"
In an essay he wrote in collaborationwith Mauss, "De quelquesformes
Hortense Powdermaker,Life in Lesu (New York, 1933), p. 292. See also Language,
Thought, and Culture, ed. Paul Henle (Ann Arbor, 1958), pp. 5-18.
4 Bronislaw Malinowski, "The Problem of Meaning in Primitive Languages",in C. K.
Ogden and I. A. Richards, The Meaning of Meaning (London, 1936), pp. 296-336, esp.
p. 331. But see also the critical comments by Claude Levi-Strauss,La Pensee Sauvage
(Paris, 1962), pp. 6, 15-16.
3
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primitives de classification",5 Durkheim traces the interconnections between
the ideas of space and the territorial distribution of the Australian aborigines,
the Zuni of the Pueblo area and the Sioux of the Great Plains. This intermeshing of what he called the collective representations with the social morphology of a particular society is clearly another aspect of the same directness
of relationship between symbol and referent. Just as the more concrete part
of a vocabulary reflects the dominant interests of the society, so the more
abstract categories are often closely linked to the accepted terminology for
pragmatic pursuits. Among the LoDagaa of Northern Ghana, days are
reckoned according to the incidence of neighboring markets; the very word
for day and market is the same, and the "weekly" cycle is a six-day revolution
of the most important markets in the vicinity, a cycle which also defines the
spatial range of everyday activities.6
The way in which these various intitutions in an oral culture are kept in
relatively close accommodation one to another surely bears directly on the
question of the central difference between literate and non-literate societies.
As we have remarked, the whole content of the social tradition, apart from
the material inheritances, is held in memory. The social aspects of remembering have been emphasised by sociologists and psychologists, in particular
Maurice Halbwachs.7 What the individual remembers tends to be what is of
critical importance in his experience of the main social relationships. In each
generation, therefore, the individual memory will mediate the cultural heritage
in such a way that its new constituents will adjust to the old by the process of
interpretation that Bartlett calls "rationalizing"or the "effort after meaning";
and whatever parts of it have ceased to be of contemporary relevance are
likely to be eliminated by the process of forgetting.
The social function of memory - and of forgetting - can thus be seen as
the final stage of what may be called the homeostatic organisation of the
cultural tradition in non-literate society. The language is developed in intimate association with the experience of the community, and it is learned by
the individual in face-to-face contact with the other members. What continues to be social relevance is stored in the memory while the rest is usually
5 L'Annee sociologique, 7 (1902-3), pp. 1-72. See also S. Czarnowski,"Le morcellement
de l'etendue et sa limitation dans la religion et la magie", Actes du congres international
d'histoire des religions (Paris, 1925), I, pp. 339-359.
6 Jack Goody, unpublished field notes, 1950-52. See also E. E. Evans-Pritchard,
The Nuer (Oxford, 1940), chapter 3, "Time and Space", and David Tait, The Konkomba
of Northern Ghana (London, 1961), pp. 17 ff. For a general treatment of the subject,

see A. Irving Hallowell, "Temporal Orientations in Western Civilisation and in a
Preliterate Society", American Anthropologist, 39 (1937), pp. 647-670.
7 Les Cadres sociaux de la memoire (Paris, 1925); "Memoire et societe", L'Annee
sociologique, 3e serie, 1 (1940-8), pp. 11-177; La Memoire collective, Paris, 1950. See
also Frederic C. Bartlett on the tendency of oral discourse to become an expression of
ideas and attitudes of the group rather than the individual speaker, in Remembering
(Cambridge, 1932), pp. 265-7, and Psychology and Primitive Culture (Cambridge, 1923),
pp. 42-3, 62-3, 256.
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forgotten:and language- primarilyvocabulary- is the effectivemedium
of this crucialprocess of social digestionand eliminationwhich may be regardedas analogousto the homeostaticorganisationof the humanbody by
means of which it attemptsto maintainits presentconditionof life.
In drawingattentionto the importanceof these assimilatingmechanismsin
non-literatesocieties,we are denyingneitherthe occurrenceof social change,
nor yet the "survivals"which it leaves in its wake. Nor do we overlookthe
existenceof mnemonicdevicesin oral cultureswhichoffer some resistanceto
the interpretativeprocess. Formalisedpatternsof speech,recitalunderritual
conditions,the use of drumsand other musicalinstruments,the employment
- all such factorsmay shield at least part of
of professionalremembrancers
the contentof memoryfromthe transmutinginfluenceof the immediatepresures of the present. The Homeric epics, for instance, seem to have been
written down duringthe first centuryof Greek literaturebetween 750 and
650 B.C., but "theylook to a departedera, and their substanceis unmistakably old".8
With these qualifications,however, it seems correct to characterizethe
transmissionof the culturaltraditionin oral societies as homeostaticin view
of the way in which its emphasisdiffersfrom that in literatesocieties. The
descriptionofferedhas, of course,been extremelyabstract;but a few illustrative examplesin one importantarea- that of how the tribalpast is digested
into the communalorientationof the present- may serveto make it clearer.
Like the BedouinArabs and the Hebrewsof the Old Testament,the Tiv
people of Nigeriagive long genealogiesof their forebearswhich in this case
stretch some twelve generationsin depth back to an eponymousfounding
ancestor.9Neitherthese genealogies,nor the Biblicallists of the descendants
of Adam, were rememberedpurely as feats of memory. They served as
mnemonicsfor systemsof social relations. When on his deathbedJacob delivered propheciesabout the future of his twelve sons, he spoke of them as
the twelve tribes or nations of Israel. It would seem from the account in
Genesisthat the genealogicaltables here referto contemporarygroupsrather
than to dead individuals;10
the tables presumablyserve to regulatesocial relations among the twelve tribes of Israel in a mannersimilarto that which
8 M. I. Finley, The World of Odysseus (New York, 1954), p. 26.
9 Laura Bohannan, "A Genealogical Charter", Africa, 22 (1952), pp. 301-15; Emrys
Peters, "The Proliferation of Segments in the Lineage of the Bedouin of Cyrenaica",
Journal of the Royal Anthropological Institute, 90 (1960), pp. 29-53. See also Godfrey
and Monica Wilson, The Analysis of Social Change (Cambridge, 1945), p. 27.
10 Ch. 49; further evidence supporting this assumption is found in the etymology of

the Hebrew term Toledot, which originally denoted "genealogies", and assumed also
the meaning of "stories and accounts" about the origin of a nation. "In this sense the
term was also applied to the account of the creation of heaven and earth" [Solomon
Gandz, "OralTradition in the Bible" in Jewish Studies in Memory of George A. Kohut,
ed. Salo W. Baron and Alexander Marx (New York, 1935), p. 269].
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work on the Nuer of the Southhas been well analysedin Evans-Pritchard's
ern Sudanand in Fortes' accountof the Tallensiof NorthernGhana.11
Early British administratorsamong the Tiv of Nigeria were aware of the
great importanceattachedto these genealogies,which were continuallydiscussedin court cases wherethe rightsand dutiesof one man towardsanother
were in dispute. Consequentlythey took the troubleto write down the long
lists of names and preservethem for posterity,so that future administrators
mightreferto them in givingjudgement.Forty years later,when the Bohannans carriedout anthropologicalfield work in the area, their successorswere
still usingthe same genealogies.l2However,these writtenpedigreesnow gave
rise to many disagreements;the Tiv maintainedthat they were incorrect,
while the officialsregardedthem as statementsof fact, as recordsof whathad
actuallyhappened,and could not agreethat the unletteredindigenescould be
better informedabout the past than their own literatepredecessors. What
neitherpartyrealisedwas that in any society of this kind changestake place
which requirea constantreadjustmentin the genealogiesif they are to continue to carryout their functionas mnemonicsof social relationships.
These changesare of severalkinds:those arisingfrom the turnoverin personnel,fromthe processof "birthand copulationand death";those connected
with the rearrangementof the constituentunits of the society, with the
migrationof one group and the fission of another;and lastly those resulting
from the effectsof changesin the social systemitself,whethergeneratedfrom
within or initiatedfrom without. Each of these three processes (which we
may refer to for convenienceas the processesof generational,organisational
and structuralchange) could lead to alterationsof the kind to which the
administrationobjected.
It is obvious that the process of generationleads in itself to a constant
lengtheningof the genealogy;on the otherhand, the populationto whichit is
linked may in fact be growingat quite a differentrate, perhapssimply replacing itself. So despite its increasinglength the genealogy may have to
referto just as many people at the presenttime as it did fifty, a hundred,or
perhapstwo hundredyears ago. Consequentlythe added depth of lineages
caused by new birthsneeds to be accompaniedby a process of genealogical
shrinkage;the occurrenceof this telescopingprocess, a commonexampleof
the general social phenomenonwhich J. A. Barnes has felicitouslytermed
"structuralamnesia",has been attestedin many societies,includingall those
mentionedabove.13
11 The Nuer (Oxford, 1940); "The Nuer of the Southern Sudan" in African Political
Systems, ed. Meyer Fortes and Edward Evan Evans-Pritchard(London, 1940); Meyer
Fortes, The Dynamics of Clanship among the Tallensi (London, 1945).
12 "A
Genealogical Charter", p. 314.
13 John A. Barnes, "The Collection of Genealogies", Rhodes-Livingstone Journal:
Human Problems in British Central Africa, 5 (1947), pp. 48-56, esp. p. 52; Meyer
Fortes, "The Significance of Descent in Tale Social Structure",Africa, 14 (1944), p. 370;
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Organisationalchangeslead to similaradjustments.The state of Gonjain
NorthernGhanais dividedinto a numberof divisionalchiefdoms,certainof
whichare recognisedas providingin turnthe rulerof the wholenation, When
askedto explaintheir systemthe Gonjarecounthow the founderof the state,
NdewuraJakpa, came down from the Niger Bend in search of gold, conqueredthe indigenousinhabitantsof the area and enthronedhimselfas chief
of the state and his sons as rulersof its territorialdivisions. At his deaththe
divisionalchiefs succeededto the paramountcyin turn. When the detailsof
this story were first recordedat the turn of the presentcentury,at the time
the Britishwere extendingtheircontrolover the area,Jakpawas said to have
begotten seven sons, this correspondingto the number of divisions whose
heads were eligiblefor the supremeoffice by virtueof their descentfrom the
founderof the particularchiefdom. But at the same time as the Britishhad
arrived,two of the seven divisions disappeared,one being deliberatelyincorporatedin a neighboringdivisionbecauseits rulershad supporteda Mandingo invader,Samori, and anotherbecause of some boundarychanges introducedby the Britishadministration.Sixty years later, when the myths of
state were again recorded,Jakpa was creditedwith only five sons and no
mentionwas made of the foundersof the two divisionswhich had since disappearedfrom the politicalmap.14
These two instancesfromthe Tiv and the Gonjaemphasisethat genealogies
often serve the same functionthat Malinowskiclaimedfor myth;they act as
'charters'of presentsocialinstitutionsratherthan as faithfulhistoricalrecords
of times past.15 They can do this more consistentlybecause they operate
within an oral ratherthan a writtentraditionand thus tend to be automatically adjustedto existingsocial relationsas they are passedby word of mouth
from one memberof the societyto another. The social elementin remembering resultsin the genealogiesbeing transmutedin the course of being transmitted; and a similarprocess takes place with regardto other culturalelements as well, to myths, for example,and to sacredlore in general. Deities
and other supernaturalagencies which have served their purpose can be
quietlydroppedfromthe contemporarypantheon;and as the societychanges,
myths too are forgotten, attributedto other personages,or transformedin
their meaning.
One of the most importantresultsof this homeostatictendencyis that the
individualhas little perceptionof the past except in terms of the present;
Evans-Pritchard,The Nuer, pp. 199-200; Peters, "The Proliferation of Segments",p. 32.
See also I. G. Cunnison, The Luapula Peoples of Northern Rhodesia (Manchester,
1959), pp. 108-14.
14 Jack Goody, unpublished field notes, 1956-7; the heads of the divisions who could
not succeed to the paramountcy also claimed descent from sons of the founding ancestor, Jakpa, but this was not an intrinsic part of the myth as usually told, and in
any case their number remained constant during the period in question.
15 Myth in Primitive Psychology (London, 1926), pp. 23, 43.
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whereasthe annalsof a literatesociety cannot but enforce a more objective
recognitionof the distinctionbetween what was and what is. Franz Boas
wrote that for the Eskimo the worldhas alwaysbeen as it is now:16it seems
probable,at least, that the form in which nonliteratesocieties conceive the
worldof the past is itself influencedby the processof transmissiondescribed.
The Tiv have their genealogies,others their sacredtales about the origin of
the world and the way in which man acquiredhis culture. But all their conceptualisationsof the past cannothelp being governedby the concernsof the
present,merelybecausethereis no body of chronologicallyorderedstatements
to which referencecan be made. The Tiv do not recogniseany contradiction
betweenwhat they say now and what they said fifty years ago, since no enduringrecords exist for them to set beside their present views. Myth and
historymerge into one: the elementsin the culturalheritagewhich cease to
have a contemporaryrelevancetend to be soon forgottenor transformed;and
as the individualsof each generationacquiretheir vocabulary,their genealogies, and their myths, they are unawarethat variouswords, proper-names
and storieshave droppedout, or that othershave changedtheir meaningsor
been replaced.
II
KINDS OF WRITING AND THEIR SOCIAL EFFECTS

The pastnessof the past, then, dependsupon a historicalsensibilitywhichcan
hardly begin to operatewithout permanentwrittenrecords;and writingintroduces similar changes in the transmissionof other items of the cultural
repertoire.But the extent of these changesvarieswith the natureand social
distributionof the writingsystem;varies, that is, accordingto the system's
intrinsicefficacy as a means of communication,and accordingto the social
constraintsplaced upon it, that is, the degreeto which use of the system is
diffused throughthe society.
Early in prehistory,man beganto expresshimselfin graphicform; and his
cave paintings,rock engravingsand wood carvingsare morphologically,and
presumablysequentially,the forerunnersof writing. By some process of
simplificationand stylisationthey appearto have led to the variouskinds of
pictographsfound in simple societies.7 While pictographsthemselves are
almost universal,their developmentinto a self-sufficientsystem capable of
extendeddiscourseoccurs only among the Plains Indians.18
10 Franz Boas, "The Folklore of the Eskimo", Journal of American Folklore, 64
(1904), p. 2. Levi-Strauss treats the absence of historical knowledge as one of the
distinctive features of la pensee sauvage in contrast to la pensee domestiquee (La
Pensee sauvage, p. 349).
17
Ignace J. Gelb, A Study of Writing (Chicago, 1952), pp. 24ff.
C. F. and F. M. Voegelin, "Typological Classification of Systems with Included,
18
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Pictographshave obvious disadvantagesas means of communication.For
one thing a vast numberof signs is needed to representall the important
objectsin the culture. For another,since the signs are concrete,the simplest
sentence requiresan extremelyelaborateseries of signs: many stylised representationsof wigwams,footprints,totemic animalsand so on are required
just to conveythe informationthat a particularman left there a few days ago.
Finally, howeverelaboratelythe sytem is developed,only a limited number
of thingscan be said.
The end of the fourthmillenniumsaw the early stages of the development
of morecomplexformsof writing,whichseem to be an essentialfactor in the
rise of the urbanculturesof the Orient. The majorityof signsin these systems
were simplypicturesof the outsideworld, standardisedrepresentationsof the
object signifiedby a particularword; to these were added other devices for
creatingword signs or logograms,which permittedthe expressionof wider
ranges of meaning. Thus in Egyptianhieroglyphics,the picture of a beetle
was a code sign not only for that insectbut also for a discontinuousand more
abstractreferent"became".19
The basic inventionused to supplementthe logogramswas the phonetic
principle,which for the first time permittedthe writtenexpressionof all the
words of a language.For example, by the device of phonetic transferthe
Sumerianscould use the sign for ti, an arrow,to stand for ti, life, a concept
not easy to express in pictographicform. In particular,the need to record
personalnames and foreign words encouragedthe developmentof phonetic
elementsin writing.
But while these true writingsystemsall used phoneticdevices for the constructionof logograms(and have consequentlybeen spoken of as word-syllabic systemsof writing),they failed to carrythroughthe applicationof the
phonetic principle exclusively and systematically.20The achievementof a
system completely based upon the representationof phonemes (the basic
units of meaningfulsound) was left to the Near Eastern syllabaries,which
developed between 1500-1000 B.C., and finally to the introductionof the
alphabetproperin Greece. Meanwhilethese incompletelyphonetic systems
were too clumsy and complicatedto foster widespreadliteracy, if only because the numberof signs was very large;at least six hundredwould have to
Excluded and Self-sufficient Alphabets", Anthropological Linguistics, 3 (1961), pp.
84, 91.
19 Voegelin, "Typological Classification", pp. 75-76.
20
C. F. and F. M. Voegelin classify all these systems (Chinese, Egyptian, Hittite,
Mayan and Sumerian-Akkadian)as "alphabet included logographic systems": because
they make use of phonetic devices, they include, under the heading "self-sufficient
alphabets", systems which have signs for consonant-vowel sequences (i.e. syllabaries),
for independentconsonants (IC), e.g. Phoenician, or for independentconsonants plus independentvowels (IC + IV), e.g. Greek. In this paper we employ "alphabet"in the narrower, more usual, sense of a phonemic system with independent signs for consonants
and vowels (IC + IV).
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be learnedeven for the simplifiedcuneiformdevelopedin Assyria,and about
the same for Egyptian hieroglyphs.21All these ancient civilisations, the
Sumerian,Egyptian,Hittite and Chinese,were literatein one sense and their
great advancesin administrationand technologywere undoubtedlyconnected
with the inventionof a writingsystem;but when we think of the limitations
of theirsystemsof communicationas comparedwith ours,the term "protoliterate", or even "oligoliterate",might be more descriptivein suggestingthe
restrictionof literacyto a relativelysmallproportionof the total population.22
Any systemof writingwhich makes the sign stand directlyfor the object
mustbe extremelycomplex. It can extendits vocabularyby generalisationor
associationof ideas, that is, by making the sign stand either for a more
general class of objects, or for other referentsconnectedwith the original
pictureby an associationof meaningswhich may be relatedto one another
either in a continuousor in a discontinuousmanner. Either process of semantic extensionis to some extent arbitraryor esoteric;and as a result the
interpretationof these signs is neithereasy nor explicit. One mightperhaps
guess that the Chinesesignfor a man carriesthe generalmeaningof maleness;
it wouldbe more difficultto see that a conventionalisedpictureof a man and
a broomis the sign for a woman;it's a pleasingfancy, no doubt,but not one
whichcommunicatesvery readilyuntil it has been learnedas a new character,
as a separatesign for a separateword, as a logogram. In Chinesewritinga
minimumof 3000 such charactershave to be learned before one can be
and with a total repertoireof some 50,000 charactersto
reasonablyliterate;23
be mastered, it normally takes about twenty years to reach full literate
proficiency. China, therefore,stands as an extremeexample of how, when
a virtuallynon-phoneticsystemof writingbecomes sufficientlydevelopedto
express a large number of meaningsexplicitly, only a small and specially
trainedprofessionalgroup in the total society can masterit, and partakeof
the literateculture.
Althoughsystemsof word signs are certainlyeasierto learn,many difficulties remain,even when these signs are supplementedby phonemicdevices of
a syllabicsort. Otherfeaturesof the social system are no doubt responsible
21
Gelb, Study of Writing,p. 115; David Diringer, The Alphabet: A Key to the History
of Mankind (New York, 1948), pp. 48, 196.
22 "Protoliterate"is often
employed in a rather different sense, as when S. N. Kramer
["New Light on the Early History of the Ancient Near East", American Journal of
Archaeology, 52 (1948), p. 161] uses the term to designate the Sumerianphase in Lower
Mesopotamia when writing was first invented. There seems to be no generally accepted
usage for societies where there is a fully developed but socially restricted phonetic
writing system. Sterling Dow ["Minoan Writing", American Journal of Archaeology,
58 (1954), pp. 77-129] characterises two stages of Minoan society: one of "stunted
literacy", where little use was made of writing at all (Linear A); and one of "special
literacy" where writing was used regularly but only for limited purposes (Linear B).
Stuart Piggott refers to both these conditions under the name of "conditional literacy"
[Approach to Archaeology (London, 1959), p. 104].
23
Alfred C. Moorhouse, The Triumphof the Alphabet (New York, 1953), pp. 90, 163.
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for the way that the writing systems developed as they did: but it is a striking
fact that - for whatever ultimate causes - in Egypt and Mesopotamia, as
in China, a literate elite of religious, administrative and commercial experts
emerged and maintained itself as a centralised governing bureaucracy on
rather similar lines. Their various social and intellectual achievements were,
of course, enormous; but as regards the participation of the society as a
whole in the written culture, a wide gap existed between the esoteric literate
culture and the exoteric oral one, a gap which the literate were interested in
maintaining. Among the Sumerians and Akkadians writing was the pursuit
of scribes and preserved as a "mystery", a "secret treasure". Royalty were
themselves illiterate; Ashurbanipal (668-626 B.C.) records that he was the
first Babylonian king to master the "clerkly skill".24 "Put writing in your
heart that you may protect yourself from hard labour of any kind", writes an
Egyptian of the New Kingdom: "The scribe is released from manual tasks; it
is he who commands".25 Significantly, the classical age of Babylonian culture,
beginning under Hammurabi in the late eighteenth century B.C., appears to
have coincided with a period when the reading and writing of Akkadian
cuneiform was not confined to a small group, nor to one nation; it was then
that nearly all the extant literature was written down, and that the active
state of commerce and administration produced a vast quantity of public and
private correspondence, of which much has survived.
These imperfectly phonetic methods of writing survived with little change
for many centuries;26so too did the cultures of which they were part.27 The
existence of an elite group, which followed from the difficulty of the writing
system, and whose continued influence depended on the maintenance of the
present social order, must have been a powerfully conservative force, especially when it consisted of ritual specialists;28and so, it may be surmised, was
the nature of the writing system itself. For pictographic and logographic
systems are alike in their tendency to reify the objects of the natural and
social order; by so doing they register, record, make permanent the existing
24 G. R. Driver, Semitic Writing (London, 1954, rev. ed.), pp. 62, 72.
25 cit. V. Gordon Childe, Man Makes Himself (London, 1941), pp. 187-8; see also

What Happened in History (London, 1942), pp. 105, 118.
"Egyptian hieroglyphic writing remained fundamentally unchanged for a period of
three thousand years", according to David Diringer [Writing (London, 1962), p. 48].
He attributes the fact that it never lost its cumbrousnessand elaboration to "its unique
sacredness" (p. 50).
27 Many authorities have commented
upon the lack of development in Egypt after the
initial achievements of the Old Kingdom: for a discussion (and a contrary view), see
John A. Wilson in Before Philosophy, ed. H. Frankfort and others (London, 1949),
pp. 115-16 [pub. in U.S.A. as The Intellectual Adventure of Ancient Man (Chicago,
1946)].
28 "The world view of the Egyptians and Babylonians was conditioned by the teaching
of sacred books; it thus constituted an orthodoxy, the maintenance of which was in
the charge of colleges of priests" [Benjamin Farrington, Science in Antiquity (London,
1936), p. 37]. See also Gordon Childe, What Happened in History, p. 121.
26
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social and ideologicalpicture. Such, for example, was the tendencyof the
most highlydevelopedand longest-livedancientwritingsystem,that of Egypt,
whose society has been describedwith picturesqueexaggerationas "a nation
of fellahinruledwith a rod of iron by a Societyof Antiquaries".
This conservativeor antiquarianbias can perhapsbe best appreciatedby
contrastingit with fully phoneticwriting;for phoneticwriting,by imitating
human discourse,is in fact symbolising,not the objects of the social and
naturalorder,but the very process of humaninteractionin speech:the verb
is as easy to express as the noun; and the writtenvocabularycan be easily
and unambiguouslyexpanded. Phonetic systems are therefore adapted to
expressingeverynuanceof individualthought,to recordingpersonalreactions
as well as items of major social importance. Non-phoneticwriting,on the
other hand, tends ratherto recordand reify only those items in the cultural
repertoirewhich the literate specialistshave selected for writtenexpression;
and it tends to expressthe collectiveattitudetowardsthem.
The notion of representinga sound by a graphicsymbolis itself so stupefying a leap of the imaginationthat what is remarkableis not so much that
it happenedrelativelylate in humanhistory,but ratherthat it ever happened
at all. For a long time, however,these phoneticinventionshad a limitedeffect
because they were only partially exploited: not only were logogramsand
pictogramsretained,but a variety of phonogramswere used to express the
same sound. The full explicitnessand economyof a phoneticwritingsystem
"as easy as A B C" was thereforelikely to arise only in less advancedsocieties on the fringes of Egypt or Mesopotamia,societies which were starting
their writingsystemmore or less from scratch,and which took over the idea
of phonetic signs from adjoiningcountries,and used them exclusivelyto fit
their own language.29These phoneticsigns could, of course,be used to stand
for any unit of speech, and thus developed either into syllabariesor into
alphabets. In a few cases, such as Japanese,the particularnature of the
languagemade it possibleto constructa relativelysimple and efficientsyllabary; but as regardsthe great majorityof languagesthe alphabet,with its
signs for individualconsonantsand vowels, proved a much more economical
and convenientinstrumentfor representingsounds. For the syllabaries,while
makingwritingeasier, were still far from simple;30they were often combined
with logogramsand pictographs.'3 And whetherby necessityor traditionor
29

Gelb, Study of Writing, p. 196, maintains that all the main types of syllabary
developed in just this way. Driver rejects the possibility that the Phoenician alphabet
was invented on Egyptian soil, as it would have been "stifled at birth" by the "deadweight of Egyptian tradition, already of hoary antiquity and in the hands of a powerful
priesthood" (Semitic Writing, p. 187).
30 "Immensely complicated", Driver calls the
pre-alphabetic forms of writing Semitic
(Semitic Writing, p. 67).
31 For Hittite, see 0. R. Gurney, The Hittites (London, 1952), pp. 120-21. For
Mycenean, see John Chadwick, The Decipherment of Linear B (Cambridge, 1958).
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both, pre-alphabeticwritingwas still mainly restrictedto elite groups. The
Myceneanscript disappearedcompletelyafter the 12th centuryB.C., a fact
whichwas possiblebecauseof the very restricteduses of literacyandthe close
connection between writing and palace administration.32It is doubtful
whetherany such loss could have occurredin Greece after the introduction
of a completealphabeticscript,probablyin the eighthcenturyB.C.
The alphabetis almost certainlythe supremeexample of culturaldiffusion 3: all existing or recorded alphabets derive from Semitic syllabaries

developedduringthe second millennium. Eventuallythere arose the enormous simplificationof the Semiticwritingsystem, with its mere twenty-two
letters;and then only one furtherstep remained:the Greek script,which is,
of course,much closer than the Semiticto the Roman alphabet,took certain
of the Semitic signs for consonantswhich the Greek languagedidn't need,
and used them for vowels, which the Semitic syllabarydid not represent.34
The directnessof our inheritancefrom these two sourcesis suggestedby the
fact that our word "alphabet"is the latinizedform of the first two lettersof
the Greek alphabet,"alpha",derivedfrom the Semitic"aleph",and "beta",
from the Semitic "beth".
The reason for the success of the alphabet,which David Diringercalls a
"democratic"script as opposedto the "theocratic"scriptsof Egypt, is itself
based on the fact that, uniquelyamongwritingsystems,its graphicsigns are
representationsof the most extremeand most universalexample of cultural
selection- the basic phonemicsystem. The numberof sounds which the
humanbreathstreamcan produceis vast; but nearlyall languagesare based
on the formalrecognitionby the society of only forty or so of these sounds.
The success of the alphabet(as well as some of its incidentaldifficulties)
comes from the fact that its systemof graphicrepresentationtakes advantage
of this socially-conventionalized
patternof sound in all languagesystems;by
in
letters
these
selected
symbolizing
phonemic units the alphabetmakes it
to
write
and
read
possible
easily
unambiguouslyabout anythingwhich the
can
talk
about.
society
The historicalpictureof the culturalimpactof the new alphabeticwriting
is not altogetherclear. As regardsthe Semitic system, which was widely
adoptedelsewhere,the evidencesuggeststhat - in part perhapsbecause of
the intrinsicdifficultiesof the system,but mainlybecause of the established
culturalfeaturesof the societies which adoptedit - the social diffusionof
writingwas slow. There was, for one thing, a strongtendencyfor writingto
be used as a help to memoryratherthan as an autonomousand independent
32
Chadwick, The Decipherment of Linear B, p. 130; see also "A Prehistoric Bureaucracy", Diogenes, 26 (1959), pp. 7-18.
33 As is exhaustively documented in David
Diringer, The Alphabet, A Key to the
History of Mankind (New York, 1948).
34 The Alphabet, pp. 214-218. On the "accidental"nature of this
change see C. F. and
F. M. Voegelin, "Typological Classification", pp. 63-4.
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mode of communication; and under such conditions its influence tended
towards the consolidation of the existing cultural tradition. This certainly
appears to be true of India and Palestine.35 Gandz notes, for example, that
Hebrew culture continued to be transmitted orally long after the Old Testament had begun to be written down. As he puts it, the introduction of writing:
did not at once change the habits of the people and displace the old method of
oral tradition. We must always distinguish between the first introduction of
writing and its general diffusion. It often takes several centuries, and sometimes
even a millennium or more, until this invention becomes the common property
of the people at large. In the beginning, the written book is not intended for
practical use at all. It is a divine instrument,placed in the temple "by the side
of the ark of the covenant that it may be there for a witness"(Deuteronomy,xxxi,
26), and remains there as a holy relic. For the people at large, oral instruction
still remained the only way of learning, and the memory - the only means of
preservation. Writing was practiced, if at all, only as an additionalsupport for
the memory...
It was not, in fact, until some six centuries after the original Hebrew adoption
of the Semitic writing system that, at the time of Ezra (ca. 444 B.C.), an official "generally recognized text" of the Torah was published, and the body of
the religious tradition ceased to be "practically... a sealed book" and became accessible to anyone who chose to study it.36
Even so, of course, as the frequent diatribes against the scribes in the
Gospels remind us,37 there remained a considerable gap between the literati
and the laymen; the professionals who plied their trade in the market-place
belonged to "families of scribes", perhaps organized as guilds, within which
the mystery was handed down from father to son.38
Anything like popular literacy, or the use of writing as an autonomous
mode of communication by the majority of the members of society, is not
found in the earliest societies which used the Semitic writing system; it was,
rather, in the sixth and fifth centuries B.C. in the city states of Greece and Ionia
that there first arose a society which as a whole could justly be characterized
as literate. Many of the reasons why literacy became widespread in Greece,
but not in other societies which had Semitic, or indeed any other, simple and
explicit writing systems, necessarily lie outside the scope of this essay; yet
considerable importance must surely be attributed to the intrinsic advantages
of the Greek adaptation of the Semitic alphabet, an adaptation which made
it the first comprehensively and exclusively phonetic system for transcribing
35 According to Ralph E. Turner, The Great Cultural Traditions (New York, 1941),
I, pp. 346, 391, the Hebrews took over the Semitic system in the eleventh century B.C.,
and the Indians a good deal later, probably in the eighth century B.C.
36 Gandz, "Oral Tradition in the Bible", pp. 253-4.
37 e.g. Luke, 20; Matthew, 23; in the 7th century B.C., even kings and prophets employed scribes, Jer. xxxvi, 4, 18.
38 Driver, Semitic Writing, pp. 87-90, where he instances the case of one scribe who
having no son "taught his wisdom to his sister's son".
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humanspeech.39The systemwas easy, explicitand unambiguous- more so
thanthe Semiticwherethe lack of vowelsis responsiblefor manyof the cruxes
in the Bible: for instance, since the consonantin the Hebrew words is the
same,Elijahmay have been fed by "Ravens"or "Arabs."391 Its greatadvantage over the syllabarieslay in the reductionof the numberof signs and in
the abilityto specifyconsonantand vowel clusters. The systemwas easy to
learn:Plato sets asidethreeyearsfor the processin the Laws,40aboutthe time
takenin our schoolstoday;and the muchgreaterspeedwith which alphabetic
writingcan be learnedis shown, not only by such reports as those of the
InternationalInstituteof IntellectualCooperationin 1934,41but also by the
increasingadoptionof the Roman script,and even more widelyof alphabetic
systemsof writing,throughoutthe world.
The extensive diffusion of the alphabet in Greece was also materially
assistedby various social, economic and technologicalfactors. In the first
place the 8th century saw a great burst of economic activity following the
revivalof the easterntrade which had declinedafter the Myceneancollapse
in the 12th century.42Secondly,while the Greek society of the period had,
of course, its varioussocial strata,the politicalsystemwas not stronglycentralized;especiallyin the Ionic settlementsthere appearsto have been a good
deal of flexibilityand in themwe discernthe beginningsof the Greekcitystate.
Thirdly,the increasedcontactwith the East broughtmaterialprosperityand
technologicaladvance. The wider use of iron, the advent of the true Iron
Age, was perhapsone of the results.43More closely connectedwith literacy
was the fact that trade with Egypt led to the importationof papyrus;and
this madewritingitselfeasierandless expensive,both for the individualwriter
and for the readerwho wanted to buy books: papyruswas obviouslymuch
cheaperthan parchmentmade from skins, more permanentthan wax tablets,
easierto handlethan the stone or clay of Mesopotamiaand Mycenae.
The chronologyand extent of the diffusionof literacyin Greece remains
a matterof debate. With the Myceneancollapsein the 12th century,writing
disappeared;the earliestGreek inscriptionsin the modifiedSemiticalphabet
occurin the last two decadesof the 8th century.44Recent authoritiessuggest
"If the alphabet is defined as a system of signs expressing single sounds of speech,
then the first alphabet which can justifiably be so called is the Greek alphabet". Gelb,
Study of Writing, p. 166.
39a
I. Kings 17, iv-vi; see A Dictionary of the Bible... ed. James Hastings (New York,
1898-1904), s.v. "Elijah".
40
810 a. From the ages 10 to 13.
41 L'Adoption universelle des caracteres latins (Paris, 1934); for more recent developments and documentation, see William S. Gray, The Teaching of Reading and Writing:
An International Survey, Unesco Monographs on Fundamental Education X (Paris,
1956), especially pp. 31-60.
42 Chester G. Starr, The
Origins of Greek Civilization (New York, 1961), pp. 189-190,
349 ff.
43 Starr, The Origins of Greek Civilization, pp. 87-88, 357.
44 Starr, The Origins of Greek Civilization,
p. 169,
39
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the new script was adopted and transformedabout the middle of the 8th
centuryin NorthernSyria.45The extensiveuse of writingprobablycame only
slowly in the 7th century,but when it eventuallycame it seems to have been
used in a very wide range of activities,intellectualas well as economic,and
by a wide range of people.46
It must be remembered,of course, that Greek writing throughoutthe
classical period was still relativelydifficultto decipher,as words were not
regularly separated;47 that the copying of manuscriptswas a long and
laboriousprocess; and that silent readingas we know it was very rare until
the adventof printing- in the ancientworld books were used mainly for
readingaloud,often by a slave. Nevertheless,fromthe sixth centuryonwards
literacy seems to be increasinglypresumedin the public life of Greece and
Ionia. In Athens, for example,the first laws for the generalpublic to read
were set up by Solon in 593-4 B.C.; the institutionof ostracismearly in the
fifth centuryassumesa literatecitizenbody - 6,000 citizenshad to writethe
thereis
name of the personon theirpotsherdsbefore he could be banished;48
abundantevidencein the fifth centuryof a systemof schoolsteachingreading
and writing49and of a book-readingpublic - satirizedalreadyby Aristo-

phanes in The Frogs; 50 while the final form of the Greek alphabet, which

was establishedfairlylate in the fifth century,was finally adoptedfor use in
the officialrecordsof Athens by decreeof the ArchonEucleidesin 403 B.C.
III
ALPHABETIC CULTURE AND GREEK THOUGHT

The rise of Greek civilization,then, is the prime historicalexample of the
transitionto a really literate society. In all subsequentcases where a widespread introductionof an alphabetic script occurred, as in Rome, for
example, other cultural features were inevitably imported from the loan
countryalong with the writingsystem;Greece thus offers not only the first
45 L. H.
Jeffery, The Local Scripts of Archaic Greece (Oxford, 1961), p. 21; R. M.
Cook and A. G. Woodhead, "The Diffusion of the Greek Alphabet", American Journal
of Archaeology, 63 (1959), pp. 175-78. For North Syria, see Sir Leonard Woolley,
A Forgotten Kingdom (London, 1953).
46 Chester Starr speaks of its use by "a relatively large aristocraticclass" (p. 171) and
Miss Jeffery notes that "writingwas never regarded as an esoteric craft in early Greece.
Ordinary people could and did learn to write, for many of the earliest inscriptions
which we possess are casual graffiti" (p. 63).
47 Frederic G.
Kenyton, Books and Readers in Ancient Greece and Rome (2nd ed.,
Oxford, 1951), p. 67.
48 Jerome Carcopino, L'Ostracismeathenien (Paris, 1935), pp. 72-110.

49

Protagoras, 325 d.

1. 1114; in 414 B.C. See also Plato, Apology, 26 d, and the general survey of
Kenyon, Books and Readers in Ancient Greece and Rome.

50
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exampleof this change,but also the essentialone for any attemptto isolate
the culturalconsequencesof alphabeticliteracy.
The fragmentaryand ambiguousnatureof our direct evidence about this
historicaltransformationin Greekcivilizationmeans that any generalizations
must be extremelytentativeand hypothetical;but the fact that the essential
basis both of the writingsystemsand of many characteristicculturalinstitutions of the Westerntraditionas a whole are derivedfrom Greece, and that
they both arose there simultaneously,would seem to justify the present attempt to outline the possible relationshipsbetween the writing system and
those culturalinnovationsof earlyGreecewhichare commonto all alphabetically-literatesocieties.
The early developmentof the distinctivefeatures of Westernthought is
usuallytracedback to the radicalinnovationsof the pre-Socraticphilosophers
of the sixth centuryB.C. The essence of their intellectualrevolutionis seen
as a change from mythical to logico-empiricalmodes of thought. Such,
broadlyspeaking,is WernerJaeger'sview; and ErnstCassirerwritesthat "the
history of philosophyas a scientificdisciplinemay be regardedas a single
continuousstruggleto effect a separationand liberationfrom myth".51
To this generalpicturethere are two kinds of theoreticalobjection. First,
that the crucialintellectualinnovations- in Cassireras in WernerJaegerare in the last analysisattributedto the special mental endowmentsof the
Greek people; and insofar as such terms as "the Greek Mind" or "genius"
are not simply descriptive,they are logically dependent upon extremely
questionabletheoriesof man'snature and culture. Secondly,such a version
of the transformationfrom "unphilosophical"to "philosophical"thought
assumesan absolute- and untenable- dichotomybetweenthe "mythical"
thoughtof primitivesand the "logico-empirical"
thoughtof civilizedman.
The dichotomy,of course, is itself very similar to Levy-Bruhl'searlier
theory of the "prelogical"mentality of primitivepeoples, which has been
widelycriticised. Malinowskiand many othershave demonstratedthe empirical elements in non-literatecultures,52and Evans-Pritchardhas carefully
analyzedthe "logical"nature of the belief systems of the Azande of the
Sudan;53 while on the other hand the illogical and mythicalnatureof much
51

The Philosophy of Symbolic Forms (New Haven, 1955), II, p. xiii; and An Essay
on Man (New York, 1953), especially pp. 106-130, 281-3. For Werner Jaeger, see
especially The Theology of The Early Greek Philosophers (Oxford, 1947).
52
"Magic, Science and Religion" in Science, Religion and Reality, ed. Joseph Needham
(New York, 1925), reprinted Magic, Science and Religion (New York, 1954), p. 27.
For an appreciation of Levy-Bruhl'spositive achievement, see Evans-Pritchard,"LevyBruhl's Theory of Primitive Mentality", Bulletin of the Faculty of Arts, University of
Egypt, 2 (1934), pp. 1-36. In his later work, Levy-Bruhl modified the rigidity of his
earlier dichotomy.
53 Witchcraft, Oracles and Magic Among the Azande (Oxford, 1937). See also Max
Gluckman's essay, "Social Beliefs and Individual Thinking in Primitive Society",
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Westernthoughtand behavioris evidentto anyonecontemplatingeither our
past or our present.
Nevertheless, although we must reject any dichotomy based upon the
assumptionof radicaldifferencesbetweenthe mentalattributesof literateand
non-literatepeoples, and accept the view that previousformulationsof the
distinctionwere based on faulty premises and inadequateevidence, there
may still exist generaldifferencesbetween literate and non-literatesocieties
somewhat along the lines suggestedby Levy-Bruhl. One reason for their
existence,for instance,may be what has been describedabove:the fact that
writingestablishesa differentkind of relationshipbetweenthe word and its
referent, a relationshipthat is more general and more abstract, and less
closely connected with the particularitiesof person, place and time, than
obtainsin oral communication.Thereis certainlya good deal to substantiate
this distinctionin what we know of early Greek thought. To take, for instance, the categoriesof Cassirerand WernerJaeger,it is surely significant
that it was only in the days of the first widespreadalphabeticculturethat the
idea of "logic"- of an immutableand impersonalmode of discourseappearsto have arisen;and it was also only then that the sense of the human
past as an objectivereality was formallydeveloped,a process in which the
distinctionbetween "myth"and "history"took on decisive importance.
a. Myth and History
Non-literatepeoples, of course, often make a distinctionbetweenthe lighter
folk-tale, the graver myth, and the quasi-historicallegend.54 But not so
insistently,and for an obviousreason. As long as the legendaryand doctrinal
aspectsof the culturaltraditionare mediatedorally,they are kept in relative
harmonywith each other and with the presentneeds of society in two ways;
throughthe unconsciousoperationsof memory,and throughthe adjustment
of the reciter'stermsand attitudesto those of the audiencebeforehim. There
is evidence,for example,that such adaptationsand omissionsoccurredin the
oral transmissionof the Greek culturaltradition. But once the poems of
Homer and Hesiod, which containedmuch of the earlierhistory,religionand
cosmology of the Greeks, had been written down, succeedinggenerations
were faced with old distinctionsin sharplyaggravatedform:how far was the
Memoirs and Proceedings of the Manchester Literary and Philosophical Society, 91
(1949-50), pp. 73-98. From a rather different standpoint, Levi-Strauss has analysed
"the logic of totemic classifications" (La Pensee sauvage, p. 48 ff.) and speaks of two
distinct modes of scientific thought; the first (or "primitive")variety consists in "the
science of the concrete", the practical knowledge of the handy man (bricoleur), which
is the technical counterpart of mythical thought (p. 26).
54
e.g. the Trobriands (Malinowski, Myth in Primitive Psychology, pp. 33ff).
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informationabout their Gods and heroes literallytrue?how could its patent
inconsistenciesbe explained?and how could the beliefs and attitudesimplied
be broughtinto lines with those of the present?
The disappearanceof so manyearly Greekwritings,and the difficultiesof
dating and compositionin many that survive, make anythinglike a clear
reconstructionimpossible. Greekhad of coursebeen written,in a very limited
way, duringMyceneantimes. At about 1200 writing disappearedand the
alphabetwas not developeduntilsome fourhundredyearslater.Most scholars
agreethat in the middleor late eighthcenturythe Greeksadaptedthe purely
consonantalsystem of Phoenicia, possibly at the trading port of al Mina
(Poseidon?). Much of the early writing consisted of "explanatoryinscriptions on existingobjects- dedicationson offerings,personalnameson propThe Homericpoems
erty, epitaphson tombs,namesof figuresin drawings".55
were writtendown between750 and 650 B.C., and the seventhcenturysaw
first the recordingof lyric verse and then (at the end) the emergenceof the
great Ionian school of scientistphilosophers.56Thus within a centuryor two
of the writing down of the Homeric poems, many groups of writers and
teachersappeared,first in Ionia and later in Greece,who took as theirpoint
of departurethe belief that much of what Homer had apparentlysaid was
inconsistentand unsatisfactoryin many respects. The logographers,who set
themselvesto record the genealogies,chronologiesand cosmologieswhich
had been handed down orally from the past, soon found that the task led
them to use their critical and rational powers to create a new individual
synthesis.In non-literatesociety,of course,there are usuallysome individuals
whoseinterestslead themto collect, analyseandinterpretthe culturaltradition
in a personalway; and the writtenrecordssuggestthat this processwent considerablyfurtheramongthe literateelites of Egypt, Babylon and China, for
example. But perhapsbecause in Greece readingand writingwere less restrictedto anyparticularpriestlyor administrative
groups,thereseemsto have
been a more thorough-goingindividualchallenge to the orthodox cultural
traditionin sixth-centuryGreece than occurredelsewhere. Hecataeus, for
example,proclaimedat about the turn of the century,"WhatI write is the
accountI believeto be true. For the storiesthe Greekstell are many and in
and offeredhis own rationalizationsof the data on
my opinionridiculous",57
family traditionsand lineages which he had collected. Already the mythoJeffery, The Local Scripts of Archaic Greece, p. 46.
"It was in Ionia that the first completely rationalistic attemptsto describethe nature
of the world took place" [G. S. Kirk and J. E. Raven, The Presocratic Philosophers
(Cambridge, 1957), p. 73]. The work of the Milesian philosophers, Thales, Anaximander and Anaximenes, is described by the authors as "clearly a development of the
genetic or genealogical approach to nature exemplified by the Hesiodic Theogony"
(p. 73).
57 F.
Jacoby, Die Fragmente der Griechischen Historiker, Vol. I, Genealogie und
Mythographie (Berlin, 1923), fr. l.a.
55
56
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logical mode of using the past, the mode which, in Sorel'swords, makes it
"a means of acting on the present",58
has begun to disappear.
That this trend of thoughthad much largerimplicationscan be seen from
the fact that the beginningsof religiousand naturalphilosophyare connected
with similarcriticaldeparturesfrom the inheritedtraditionsof the past; as
W.B. Yeats wrote, with anothertraditionin mind, "Scienceis the critiqueof
myths, there would be no Darwin had there been no Book of Genesis".59
Amongthe earlypre-Socraticsthereis much evidenceof the close connection
betweennew ideas andthe criticismof the old. Thus Xenophanesof Colophon
(fl. ca. 540 B.C.) rejectedthe "fablesof men of old", and replacedthe anthropomorphicgods of Homerand Hesiod who did "everythingthat is disgraceful
and blameworthyamongmen" with a supremegod, "not at all like mortals
in body and mind";60while Heraclitusof Ephesus(fl. ca. 500 B.C.), the first
greatphilosopherof the problemsof knowledge,whose systemis based on the
unity of opposites expressedin the Logos or structuralplan of things, also
and idolatryof the Olympianreligion.61
ridiculedthe anthropomorphism
The critical and scepticalprocess continued,and accordingto Cornford,
"a great part of the supremegod's biographyhad to be franklyrejectedas
false, or reinterpretedas allegory,or contemplatedwith reserveas mysterious
62 On the one hand the poets
myth too dark for human understanding."
continuedto use the traditionallegends for their poems and plays; on the
other the prose writers attemptedto wrestle with the problemswith which
the changesin the culturaltraditionhad faced them. Even the poets, however, had a differentattitudeto their material. Pindar, for example, used
mythosin the sense of traditionalstories,with the implicationthat they were
not literallytrue; but claimedthat his own poems had nothingin common
with the fables of the past.63 As for the prose writers,and indeed some of
the poets, they had set out to replace myth with somethingelse more consistent, with their sense of the logos, of the common and all-encompassing
truthwhich reconcilesapparentcontradictions.
From the point of view of the transmissionof the culturaltradition,the
categoriesof understandingconnectedwith the dimensionsof time and space
58

Reflections on Violence, trans. T. E. Hulme (New York, 1941), p. 136; cit. Robert
Redfield, The Primitive World and its Transformations(Ithaca, New York, 1953), p. 125.
59 cit. Joseph Hone, W. B. Yeats (London, 1942), p. 405 (our italics).
6o Hermann Diels, Die Fragmente der Vorsokratiker(Berlin, 1951), fr. 11, 23; see
also John Burnet, Early Greek Philosophy (2nd ed. London, 1908), pp. 131, 140-141,
and Werner Jaeger, The Theology of the Early Greek Philosophers (Oxford, 1947),
pp. 42-7; Kirk and Raven, The Presocratic Philosophers, pp. 163 ff.
61 Diels, Fragmente der Vorsokratiker,fr. 40, 42, 56, 57, 106; see also Francis M.
Cornford, Principium Sapientiae: The Origins of Greek Philosophical Thought (Cambridge, 1952), pp. 112 ff.; Kirk and Raven, The Presocratic Philosophers, pp. 182 ff.
62 Francis M.
Cornford, Greek Religious Thought from Homer to the Age of Alexander (London, 1923), xv-xvi. See also Burnet, Early Greek Philosophy, p. 1.
63

1st Olympian Ode.
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have a particularimportance. As regardsan objectivedescriptionof space,
Anaximander(b. 610 B.C.) and Hecataeus(fl. ca. 510-490), makinguse of
Babylonianand Egyptian techniques,drew the first maps of the world.64
Then their crude beginningswere subjectto a long process of criticismand
correction- by Herodotus65 and others;and from this emergedthe more
scientificcartographyof Aristotle,Eratosthenesand their successors.66
The developmentof history appears to have followed a rather similar
course, althoughthe actual details of the process are subjectto much controversy. The traditionalview gave priorityto local histories which were
followed by the more universal accounts of Herodotus and Thucydides.
Dionysiusof Halicarnasuswrites of the predecessorsof these historianswho
"insteadof co-ordinatingtheir accountswith each other ... treated of individualpeoples and cities separately... They all had the one same object,
to bringto the generalknowledgeof the public the writtenrecordsthat they
found preservedin templesor in secularbuildingsin the form in whichthey
found them, neither addingnor taking away anything;amongthese records
were to be found legends hallowed by the passage of time. .."
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Jacobyhoweverhas insisted"thewhole idea is wrongthat Greekhistoriographybegan with local history."68 As far as Athens is concerned,history
begins with the foreignerHerodotuswho, not long after the middle of the
fifth century,incorporatedparts of the story of the town in his work because
he wantedto explainthe role it playedin the greatconflictbetweenEast and
West, betweenEurope and Asia. The aim of Herodotus'Historywas to discoverwhatthe GreeksandPersians"foughteach otherfor";69andhis method
was historia- personalinquiryor researchinto the most probableversions
of events as they were to be found in various sources. His work rested on
oral traditionand consequentlyhis writingsretainedmany mythologicalelements. So too did the work of the logographer,Hellanicusof Lesbos,who at
the end of the fifth centurywrote the first historyof Attica from 683 to the
end of the Peloponnesianwar in 404. Hellanicusalso triedto reconstructthe
genealogiesof the Homericheroes,both backwardsto the Gods andforwards
to the Greece of his own time; and this inevitablyinvolvedchronology,the
objectivemeasurementof time. All he could do, however,was to rationalize
and systematizelargelylegendarymaterials.70The developmentof historyas
a documentedand analyticaccountof the past and presentof the society in
permanentwrittenform took an importantstep forwardwith Thucydides,
64 See Eric H. Warmington, Greek Geography (London, 1934), pp. xiv, xxxviii.
History, 4, 36-40.
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66 Warmington, Greek Geography, pp. xvii-xviii, xli ff.
67 Cit. Lionel
Pearson, Early lonian Historians (Oxford, 1939), p. 3.
68 Felix
Jacoby, Atthis (Oxford, 1949), p. 354.
69
History, I, 1. See also Moses I. Finley (ed.), The Greek Historians (New York,
1959), pp. 4 ff.
70 See Pearson, Early Ionian Historians, pp. 152-233, especially pp. 193, 232-33.
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who made a decisive distinctionbetween myth and history, a distinctionto
which little attentionis paid in non-literatesociety.71Thucydideswanted to
give a wholly reliableaccount of the wars betweenAthens and Sparta;and
this meant that unverifiedassumptionsabout the past had to be excluded.
So Thucydidesrejected, for example, the chronologythat Hellanicushad
worked out for the prehistoryof Athens, and confinedhimself very largely
to his own notes of the events and speecheshe related,or to the information
he sought out from eye-witnessesand other reliablesources.72
And so, not long after the widespreaddiffusionof writingthroughoutthe
Greekworld, and the recordingof the previouslyoral culturaltradition,there
arose an attitudeto the past very differentfrom that commonin non-literate
societies. Instead of the unobtrusiveadaptationof past traditionto present
needs, a greatmany individualsfound in the writtenrecords,wheremuch of
their traditionalculturalrepertoirehad been given permanentform, so many
inconsistenciesin the beliefs and categoriesof understandinghanded down
to them that they were impelledto a much more conscious,comparativeand
critical,attitudeto the acceptedworld picture,and notablyto the notions of
God, the universeand the past. Many individualsolutionsto these problems
were themselves written down, and these versions formed the basis for
furtherinvestigations.73
In non-literatesociety, it was suggested,the culturaltraditionfunctionsas
a seriesof interlockingface-to-faceconversationsin whichthe very conditions
of transmissionoperateto favor consistencybetween past and present, and
to make criticism- the articulationof inconsistency- less likely to occur;
and if it does, the inconsistencymakes a less permanentimpact,and is more
easily adjustedor forgotten. While scepticismmay be presentin such societies, it takes a personal,non-cumulativeform;it does not lead to a deliberate
of social dogmaso much as to a semi-automatic
rejectionand reinterpretation
readjustmentof belief.74
71

See, for instance, Bronislaw Malinowski, Argonauts of the WesternPacific (London,
1922), pp. 290-333.
72 Thucydides,
History, I, 20-22, 97. For a picture of note-taking (hypomnemata)
among Athenians, see Theaetetus, 142 c-143 c.
73 Felix Jacoby notes that "fixation in
writing, once achieved, primarily had a preserving effect upon the oral tradition, because it put an end to the involuntary shiftings
of the mnemai (remembrances),and drew limits to the arbitrarycreation of new logoi
(stories)" (Atthis, 1949, p. 217). He points out that this created difficulties for the
early literate recorders of the past which the previous oral mnemones or professional
"remembrancers"did not have to face: whatever his own personal view of the matter,
"no true Atthidographer could remove Kekrops from his position as the first Attic
king... Nobody could take away from Solon the legislation which founded in nuce
the first Attic constitution of historical times." Such things could no longer be silently
forgotten, as in an oral tradition.
The general conclusion of Jacoby's polemic against Wilamowitz's hypothesis of a
"pre-literarychronicle" is that "historical consciousness... is not older than historical
literature" (p. 201).
74 As writers on the indigenous political systems of Africa have insisted, changes
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In literate society, these interlocking conversations go on; but they are no
longer man's only dialogue; and insofar as writing provides an alternative
source for the transmission of cultural orientations it favors awareness of inconsistency. One aspect of this is a sense of change and of cultural lag; another is the notion that the cultural inheritance as a whole is composed of two
very different kinds of material; fiction, error and superstition on the one
hand; and on the other, elements of truth which can provide the basis for
some more reliable and coherent explanation of the gods, the human past
and the physical world.

b.

Plato and the Effects of Literacy

One area of this process can be described as the replacement of myth by
history; but of course historia in the Greek sense, meaning "inquiry", can be
viewed much more broadly as an attempt to determine reality in every area
of human concern; and in many of these areas it was the Greeks who provided
us with the bases of our present categories of understanding.
The actual role of writing in the development of this conceptual framework
is more largely a matter of inference than in the particular case of history
proper; but when we turn from the processes of collective development and
transmission in their chronological perspective to the particular process of
transmission from one individual to another, we can find something a little
more definite than inference to go on; for in the writings of the Greek who
shows most consciousness of the difference between oral and literate thoughtways, Plato, the greater completeness and intensity of oral transmission is
discussed and emphasized.
Plato was born about 427 B.C., long after the widespread diffusion of the
alphabet in the Greek world. Many of the characteristic institutions of
literate culture had already appeared: there were schools for children from the
age of six and upwards; 75 and professional scholars and philosophers, such
as the Sophists, had replaced the traditional expounders of the lore of the
past, such as the Eupatridai, noble families in whom had earlier been vested
the right to interpret the laws. Both the schools and the Sophists are discussed
in an early Platonic dialogue, the Protagoras, where Socrates is shown to be
suspicious of the new professional teachers and authors who have turned
wisdom into a market-place commodity, a commodity which is dangerous
generally take the form of rebellion rather than revolution; subjects reject the King,
but not the kingship. See Evans-Pritchard, The Divine Kingship of the Shilluk of
the Nilotic Sudan (The Frazer lecture, Cambridge, 1948), pp. 35ff; Max Gluckman,
Rituals of Rebellion in South-East Africa (The Frazer lecture, 1952), Manchester, 1954.
75 See Henri-Irene Marrou, Histoire de l'education dans l'antiquite' (Paris, 1948),
pp. 76-7, 84-6, 94,, 139-142, 150-2.
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unless the buyer already has "understanding of what is good and evil".76
But it is in the Phaedrus and the Seventh Letter that we find the most explicit
criticism of writing as a means of conveying thoughts and values.
In the Phaedrus, Socrates takes up the "nature of good and bad speaking
and writing" and tells how the Egyptian king Thamus rebuked the God
Theuth for claiming that his invention of writing would provide "a recipe for
memory and wisdom": "... If men learn this," Thamus concludes, "it will
implant forgetfulness in their souls: they will cease to exercise memory because
they rely on that which is written, calling things to remembrance no longer
from within themselves, but by means of external marks; what you have
discovered is a recipe not for memory, but for reminder. And it is no true
wisdom that you offer your disciples, but only its semblance; for by telling
them of many things without teaching them you will make them seem to know
much, while for the most part they know nothing; and as men filled, not with
wisdom, but the conceit of wisdom, they will be a burden to their fellows." 77
The emphasis on memory,78the repository of the cultural tradition in oral
society, is significant; and it is appropriate that Socrates should deliver his
attack on writing in the form of a fable or myth, in a distinctively oral and
nonlogical mode of discourse. The ensuing discussion, and several other
discussions, of which the most important occurs in the Seventh Letter, make
clear that the objections to writing are twofold: it is inherently shallow in its
effects; and the essential principles of truth can only be arrived at dialectically.
Writing is shallow in its effects because reading books may give a specious
sense of knowledge, which in reality can only be attained by oral question
and answer; and such knowledge in any case only goes deep when it "is
written in the soul of the learner." 79 The reasons which Plato, or his
spokesman Socrates, gives for holding dialectic to be the true method of
pursuing essential knowledge are very close to the picture given above of the
transmission of the cultural tradition in oral society. For the dialectic method
is, after all, an essential social process, in which the initiates pass on their
knowledge directly to the young; a process, indeed, in which only a long
personal relationship can transcend the inherent incapacity of mere words to
convey ultimate truths - the forms or ideas which alone can give unity and
coherence to human knowledge. As Plato puts it in the Seventh Letter, such
knowledge can be passed on only when "after personal assistance in these
studies from a guide, after living for some time with that guide, suddenly a
flash of understanding, as it were, is kindled by a spark that leaps across,
76

Protagoras, 313 e.

259e; 274-275. From Reginald Hackforth's translation in his Plato's Phaedrus
(Cambridge, 1952).
78 A great deal of relevant information, and a wealth of further references, are given
in the valuable article by James A. Notopoulos, "Mnemosyne in Oral Literature,"
Transactions of the American Philological Association, 69 (1938), pp. 465-93.
77

79 Phaedrus, 276 a.
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and once it has come into being within the soul it proceeds to nourish itself." 80
What is at issue here is not only the intimate understanding which comes
from long personal contact, but also the inherent advantages which living
speech is given over the written word by virtue of its more immediate connection with the act of communication itself. The first advantage is that possible
confusions or misunderstandings can always be cleared up by question and
answer; whereas "written words," as Socrates tells Phaedrus, "seem to talk
to you as though they were intelligent, but if you ask them anything about
what they say, from a desire to be instructed, they go on telling you just the
same thing for ever." The second intrinsic advantage is that the speaker can
vary his "type of speech" so that it is "appropriate to each nature... addressing a variegated soul in a variegated style... and a simple soul in a
simple style." And so, in the Phaedrus, Socrates concludes that "anyone who
leaves behind him a written manual, and likewise anyone who takes it over
from him, on the supposition that such writing will provide something reliable
and permanent, must be exceedingly simple-minded." 81
To some extent Plato's arguments against writing are specific reflections of
the incapacity of words alone to convey the Ideas, and of the initiate's usual
reluctance to share his esoteric lore except on his own terms; 82 while in the
perspective of the later history of epistemology, Plato's position must be seen
as an indication of his prescient awareness of the danger of using abstract
words about whose referents no common agreement or identity of understanding has been established. Plato's reservations about writing must also
be seen in relation to the preference which Greek culture shares with Roman
for the more living quality of the spoken as opposed to the written word83
- the general argument at this particular point in the Phaedrus is concerned
with the advantages of extempore as compared with written speeches.
Nevertheless the Phaedrus and the Seventh Letter seem to provide good
evidence that Plato considered the transmission of the cultural tradition was
more effective and permanent under oral conditions, at least as regards the
individual's initiation into the world of essential values. The endless ferment
of new ideas at the end of the fifth century in Athens, and the growing
scepticism about religion and ethics, bore eloquent witness to how writing
down the accumulated lore of the past had fostered a critical attitude; but
whatever the dismay of Plato at some features of the process, he himself
could not escape it. Plato, of course, was largely critical in his thought. The
majority of his dialogues are arguments against the views of other philosophers; and even his most practical and constructive writings, such as The
80
81

341 c-d. [trans. R.S. Bluck, Plato's Life and Thought (London, 1949)].
Phaedrus, 275 d; 277 c; 275 c.
82
For a modern example, see Alexandra David-Neel and Lama Yongden, The Secret
Oral Teachings in Tibetan Buddhist Sects (Calcutta, 1959).
83 See especially William Chase Greene, "The Spoken and the Written Word", Harvard Studies in Classical Philology, 60 (1951), pp. 23-59.
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Republicand The Laws, are in large part continuationsof the debateswhich
had begunwith the pre-Socraticcriticismsand rationalizationsof the anthropomorphismof the body of traditionalmyths;myths which were sanctified
by the preeminentauthorityof Homer, from whom, as Plato wrote in The
Republic"all men have learnedfrom the beginning".84
It would be wrong, therefore,to representPlato as a whole-heartedprotagonist of the oral tradition. Neither he nor Socrates were intransigent
enemiesof literateculture;Socratesdid not writebookshimself,butXenophon
tells us that he would "turnover and perusein companywith his friends ...
the treasuresof the wise men of old, whichthey have left writtenin books";85
while the scale, the complexityof organization,and the high literaryfinish
of The Republic,led Wilamowitz-Moellendorff
to hail Plato as the first true
author.86One must assume,therefore,a much more complex attitudeto the
new problemsof the literateculture:the increaseboth in the numberof books
and readers,and consequentlyin the public awarenessof historicalchange
which books fostered,had made the problemsinescapableby the end of the
fifth centuryin Athens; and Plato was torn between his interestand understandingof the prosaic, analyticand criticalproceduresof the new literate
thoughtwayson the one hand, andhis occasionalnostalgiasfor the "unwritten
customs and laws of our ancestors,"87 along with the poetic myths in which
they were enshrined.
c. Logic and the Categories of Understanding

The importanceof Plato in the later history of philosophy,of course, lies
primarilyin that aspect of his work which looks forward, and which did
much to definethe methodsof Westernthought;the presentargumenttherefore requiresa briefconsiderationof how far these are intrinsicallyconnected
with writing. Obviouslythe greatmajorityof Greekideas have theirroots in
their specifichistoricaland social circumstances,for many of which one can
find earliersourcesand analoguesin the great civilizationsof the Near East
and elsewhere. Yet it does not seem to be merely a matterof ethnocentric
prejudiceto say that in two areas at least the Greeks developedintellectual
techniquesthat werehistoricallyunique,and that possessedintrinsicempirical
advantageswhichled to theirwidespreadadoptionby most subsequentliterate
84 606 e [Jaeger, Theology of the Early Greek Philosophers, pp. 42, 211]. See also
Cornford, Principium Sapientiae, pp. 154-5.
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Memorabilia, i, 6, 16. See also Phaedo, 98-99; Phaedrus, 230 d-e.
Platon (Berlin, 1919), I, 389.
87 See
especially Plato's Laws 793 a-c. Plato is shown to represent both the old
veneration and the new distrust of Homer in H. V. Apfel's "Homeric Criticism in the
Fourth Century B.C.", Transactions of the American Philological Association, 69
(1938), p. 247.
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cultures:the first area is epistemological,wherethe Greeksdevelopeda new
kind of logical method;and the second area is that of taxonomy,where the
Greeks establishedour accepted categories in the fields of knowledgetheology,physics,biology and so forth.
In the former,Plato is essentiallyan heir of the long Greek enterpriseof
tryingto sort out truth,episteme,from currentopinion,doxa. This epistemologicalawarenessseemsto coincidewith the widespreadadoptionof writing,
probablybecausethe writtenword suggestsan ideal of definabletruthswhich
have an inherent autonomyand permanencequite differentfrom the phenomena of the temporalflux and of contradictoryverbal usages. In oral
cultures, words - and especially words like "God," "Justice," "Soul,"
"Good"- may hardlybe conceived of as separateentities, divorcedboth
from the rest of the sentence and its social context. But once given the
physicalrealityof writing,they take on a life of their own; and much Greek
thoughtwas concernedwith attemptingto explaintheirmeaningssatisfactorily,
and to relate these meaningsto some ultimateprincipleof rationalorder in
the universe,to the logos.
It was, of course,Plato and Aristotlewho conceivedthat there mightbe a
special intellectualprocedurefor this process; who imaginedthe possibility
of a system of rules for thinkingitself, rules which were quite distinctfrom
the particularproblembeing thoughtaboutand whichoffereda more reliable
access to truththan currentopinion. In the Phaedrus,for example,Socrates
is made to speak of the propermethod for arrivingat the truth in general;
and this methodconsistsin disregardingthe body of popularassumptions,and
instead,analysingeach idea by an initial definitionof terms, followedby the
developmentof a unified argumentwith "a middle and extremitiesso composed as to suit each other and the whole work."This is to be achievedby
"divisionsand collections,"by analysisof a probleminto its constituentelements, and by subsequentrationalsynthesis.88
This logical procedure seems essentially literate. On general grounds,
because, as Oswald Spenglerput it, "writing... implies a completechange
in the relationsof man'swaking-consciousness,
in that it liberatesit from the
the
...
the
of
tyrannyof
present
activity writingand readingis infinitelymore
abstractthan that of speakingand hearing."89 On more practicalgrounds
too, becauseit is difficultto believe that such a large and complex series of
argumentsas are presentedin The Republic, for instance, or in Aristotle's
Analytics, could possibly be created, or delivered, much less completely
understood,in oral form.
There is also some fairly convincingevidence to suggest a more directly
causal connectionbetween writingand logic. The Greek word for an "element"was the sameword as for a "letterof the alphabet";and in The States88
89

264 c; 265 d-266 b; 277 b-c.

The Decline of the West, trans. C. F. Atkinson (New York, 1934), II, p. 149.
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man Plato compares the first basic principles.of his philosophy with the
child's first contact with the alphabet,90on the groundsthat each principle
or letteris the key to an infinitelygreaternumberof wordsor ideas than the
particularones throughwhich it is learned. Plato develops this idea in the
Theaetetuswhen Socratescomparesthe processof reasoningto the combination of irreducibleelements or letters of the alphabetinto syllableswhich,
unlike their constituentletters, have meaning:"the elements or letters are
only objectsof perception,and cannotbe definedor known;but the syllables
or combinationsof them are known and... apprehended".90a
From this it
is not far to the way the letters of the alphabetare used to symbolisethe
manipulationof general terms in Aristotelianlogic; the set sequenceof the
premises, argumentsand conclusionsof a syllogismhave been represented
by lettersof the alphabetever since Aristotleso used them in the Analytics.
It is furthersignificantthat Aristotlefelt that he had made his greatestphilosophicalcontributionin the field of logic; for, as he says in De Sophisticis
Elenchis,"on the subjectof reasoningwe had nothingelse of an earlierdate
to speak of at all." 91

The same process of dissectioninto abstractcategories,when appliednot
to a particularargumentbut to the orderingof all the elementsof experience
into separate areas of intellectualactivity, leads to the Greek division of
knowledge into autonomouscognitive disciplineswhich has since become
universalin Westerncultureand which is of cardinalimportancein differentiating literate and non-literatecultures. Plato made one importantstep in
this direction,for he developedboth the word and the notion of theologyto
designatea separatefield of knowledge.92This kind of strict separationof
divine attributesfrom the naturalworld, and from human life, is virtually
unknown among non-literate peoples.93 Neglect of this fact has led to much

of the non-empiricaland magico-religiousaspects of their
misunderstanding
culture:but the neglectis itself a tributeto the depthof the literatetradition's
acceptanceof the categoriesof understandingwhich it has inheritedfrom
Greece.
Plato, however, was too much the disciple of Socratesto take the comof knowledgevery far. This was left to his pupil, Aristotle,
partmentalization
and to his school;94by the time of the death of Aristotlein 322 B.C. most
of the categoriesin the field of philosophy,natural science, language and
90 Statesman, 278. See also Cratylus, 424 b-428 c.
Theaetetus, 201-202. The analogy is continued to the end of the dialogue.
91 184 b. There were, of course,
many precursors, not only Plato and his laws of the
dialectic but the Sophists and grammarians with their semantic interests (see John
Edwin Sandys, A History of Classical Scholarship (Cambridge, 1921), I, pp. 27, 88 ff).
92
Jaeger, Theology of the Early Greek Philosophers, pp. 4-5.
93 This question is discussed in greater detail by Jack Goody in "Religion and Ritual:
the Definitional Problem", British Journal of Sociology, 12 (1961), pp. 142-164.
94 See, for example, Alfred E. Taylor, Aristotle (London, 1943), pp. 24-39.
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literature,had been delineated,andthe systematiccollectionand classification
of data in all of them had begun.
WithAristotlethe key methodsand distinctionsin the world of knowledge
were fully, and for the most part permanently,established;and so, of course,
were its institutions. It was Aristotle, accordingto Strabo,95who was the
first man to collect books, and who taught the kings of Egypt to set up
libraries;and althoughthere had actuallybeen earlier private collectors of
books, Aristotle'slibraryis the first of which much is known;it is from his
collectionsthat ourword"museum"derives;andif "academy"commemorates
the school of Plato, lycee carriesus back to Aristotle'sLyceum.

IV
LITERATE CULTURE: SOME GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS

It is hardlypossible,in this brief survey,to determinewhat importancemust
be attributedto the alphabetas the cause or as the necessaryconditionof
the seminalintellectualinnovationsthat occurredin the Greek world during
the centuriesthat followed the diffusion of writing;nor, indeed, does the
natureof the evidencegive much groundfor believingthat the problemcan
ever be fully resolved. The present argumentmust, therefore,confine itself
to suggestingthat some crucialfeaturesof Westernculturecame into being
in Greece soon after the existence,for the first time, of a rich urbansociety
in which a substantialportionof the populationwas able to read and write;
and that, consequently,the overwhelmingdebt of the whole of contemporary
civilizationto classical Greece must be regardedas in some measure the
result,not so muchof the Greekgenius,as of the intrinsicdifferencesbetween
non-literate(or proto-literate)and literate societies; the latter being mainly
representedby those societies using the Greek alphabetand its derivatives.
If this is so, it may help us to take our contrastbetweenthe transmissionof
societiesa little
the culturalheritagein non-literateand alphabetically-literate
further.
To begin with, the case of alphabeticreadingand writingwas probablyan
importantconsiderationin the developmentof politicaldemocracyin Greece:
in the fifth centurya majorityof the free citizenscould apparentlyread the
laws, and take an active part in elections and legislation. Democracyas we
know it, then, is from the beginningassociatedwith widespreadliteracy;and
so to a large extent is the notion of the world of knowledgeas transcending
politicalunits:in the Hellenicworld diversepeople and countrieswere given
a commonadministrativesystemand a unifyingculturalheritagethroughthe
95 Geography, 608-9, cit. Sandys, History of Classical Scholarship, I, p. 86. See also
ibid., pp. 76-114 and James Westfall Thompson, Ancient Libraries (Berkeley, 1940),
pp. 18-21.
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written word. Greece is therefore considerably closer to being a model for
the world-wide intellectual tradition of the contemporary literate world than
those earlier civilizations of the Orient which each had its own localised
traditions of knowledge: as Oswald Spengler put it, "Writing is the grand
symbol of the Far".96
Yet although the idea of intellectual, and to some extent political, universalism is historically and substantively linked with literate culture, we too
easily forget that this brings with it other features which have quite different
implications, and which go some way to explain why the long-cherished and
theoretically feasible dream of an "educated democracy" and a truly egalitarian society has never been realized in practice. One of the basic premises of
liberal reform over the last century and a half has been that of James Mill,
as it is described in the Autobiography of his son, John Stuart Mill:
So complete was my father's reliance on the influence of reason over the minds
of mankind,whenever it is allowed to reach them, that he felt as if all would be
gained if the whole populationwere taught to read, if all sorts of opinions were
allowed to be addressedto them by word and in writing, and if, by means of the
suffrage they could nominate a legislature to give effect to the opinions they
adopted.97
All these things have been accomplished since the days of the Mills, but
nevertheless "all" has not been "gained"; and some of the causes f this may
be found in the intrinsic effects of literacy on the transmission of the cultural
heritage, effects which can be seen most clearly by contrasting them with their
analogues in non-literate society.
The writing down of some of the main elements in the cultural tradition in
Greece, we say, brought about an awareness of two things: of the past as
different from the present; and of the inherent inconsistencies in the picture
of life as it was inherited by the individual from the cultural tradition in its
recorded form. These two effects of widespread alphabetic writing, it may
be surmised, have continued and multiplied themselves ever since, and at an
increasing pace since the development of printing. "The printers," Jefferson
remarked, "can, never leave us in a state of perfect rest and union of opinion," 98 and as book follows book and newspaper newspaper, the notion of
96

Decline of the West,II, 150.
Autobiographyof John StuartMill, ed. John J. Coss (New York, 1924), p. 74.
Cit. Harold A. Innis, "Minerva'sOwl", The Bias of Communication(Toronto,
1951),p. 24. HaroldInniswas muchoccupiedwith the largereffectsof modesof communication,as appearsalso in his Empireand Communications
(Oxford,1950). This
directionof investigationhas been taken up by the Universityof Toronto review
and the presentauthorsare also indebtedto the as yet unpublishedwork
Explorations;
of ProfessorE. A. Havelockon the alphabeticrevolutionin Greece. Amongthe many
previouswriterswho have been concernedwith the Greek aspect of the problem,
Nietzsche [BeyondGood and Evil (Edinburgh,1909), p. 247], and Jose Ortegay
Gasset["TheDifficultyof Reading",Diogenes,28 (1959),pp. 1-17]may be mentioned.
Among those who have treatedthe differencesbetweenoral and literatemodes of
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rationalagreementand democraticcoherenceamongmen has recededfurther
andfurtheraway,whilePlato'sattackson the venalpurveyorsof knowledgein
the marketplace have gainedincreasedrelevance.
But the inconsistencyof the totality of writtenexpressionis perhapsless
strikingthan its enormousbulk and its vast historicaldepth. Both of these
have always seemed insuperableobstacles to those seeking to reconstruct
society on a more unifiedand disciplinedmodel:we find the objectionin the
book-burnersof all periods;and it appearsin manymorerespectablethinkers.
In JonathanSwift, for example,whose perfectlyrationalHouyhnhnms"have
no letters", and whose knowledge, "consequently... is all traditional".99
These oral traditionswereof a scale, Swifttells us, that enabled"thehistorical
part" to be "easily preservedwithout burtheningtheir memories." Not so
with the literatetradition,for, lackingthe resourcesof unconsciousadaptation
and omissionwhich exist in the oral transmission,the culturalrepertoirecan
only grow;therearemorewordsthananybodyknowsthe meaningof - some
142,000 vocabularyentries in a college dictionarylike the Webster'sNew
World. This unlimitedproliferationalso characterisesthe written tradition
in general:the mere size of the literaterepertoiremeans that the proportion
of the whole which any one individualknows must be infinitesimalin comparisonwith what obtainsin oral culture. Literatesociety, merelyby having
no system of elimination,no "structuralamnesia",prevents the individual
from participatingfully in the total culturaltraditionto anythinglike the
extentpossiblein non-literatesociety.
One way of lookingat this lack of anyliterateequivalentto the homeostatic
organizationof the culturaltraditionin non-literatesociety is to see literate
society as inevitablycommittedto an ever-increasingseries of culturelags.
The content of the culturaltraditiongrows continually,and in so far as it
affects any particularindividualhe becomes a palimpsestcomposedof layers
of beliefsand attitudesbelongingto differentstagesin historicaltime. So too,
eventually,does society at large, since there is a tendency for each social
groupto be particularlyinfluencedby systemsof ideas belongingto different
periodsin the nation'sdevelopment;both to the individual,and to the groups
constitutingsociety, the past may mean very differentthings.
From the standpointof the individualintellectual,of the literatespecialist,
the vista of endlesschoices and discoveriesofferedby so extensivea past can
be a sourceof greatstimulationand interest;but when we considerthe social
effects of such an orientation,it becomes apparentthat the situationfosters
communication in general, David Reisman ["The Oral and Written Traditions", Explorations, 6 (1956), pp. 22-28, and The Oral Tradition, the Written Word and the
Screen Image (Yellow Springs, Ohio, 1956)] and Robert Park ["Reflections on Communication and Culture",American J. of Sociology, 44 (1938), pp. 187-205] are especially
relevant here.
99 Gulliver's Travels, Part IV, ch. 9, ed. Arthur E. Case (New York, 1938), p. 296.
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the alienationthat has characterizedso many writersand philosophersof the
West since the last century. It was surely, for example, this lack of social
amnesiain alphabeticcultureswhichled Nietzscheto describe"we moderns"
as "wanderingencyclopaedias",unable to live and act in the present and
obsessed by a "'historicalsense', that injuresand finally destroysthe living
thing,be it a man or a people or a systemof culture."100Even if we dismiss
Nietzsche'sviews as extreme,it is still evidentthat the literateindividualhas
in practiceso large a field of personalselectionfrom the total culturalrepertoire that the odds are stronglyagainsthis experiencingthe culturaltradition
as any sort of patternedwhole.
From the point of view of society at large, the enormouscomplexityand
varietyof the culturalrepertoireobviouslycreates problemsof an unprecedentedorderof magnitude.It means,for example,that since Westernliterate
societies are characterizedby these alwaysincreasinglayers of culturaltradition, they are incessantlyexposed to a more complex version of the kind of
culture-conflictthat has been held to produceanomie in oral societieswhen
they come into contactwith Europeancivilization,changeswhich, for example, have been illustratedwith a wealthof absorbingdetailby RobertRedfield
in his studiesof CentralAmerica.101
Another important consequence of alphabetic culture relates to social
stratification.In the proto-literatecultureswith their relativelydifficultnonalphabeticsystems of writing, there existed a strong barrierbetween the
writersand the non-writers;but althoughthe "democratic"scripts made it
possible to break down this particularbarrier,they led eventuallyto a vast
proliferationof more or less tangibledistinctionsbased on what people had
read. Achievementin handlingthe tools of readingand writingis obviously
one of the most importantaxes of social differentiationin modem societies;
and this differentiationextendson to more minutedifferencesbetweenprofessionalspecializationsso that even membersof the samesocio-economicgroups
of literatespecialistsmay hold little intellectualgroundin common.
Nor, of course, are these variationsin the degree of participationin the
literate tradition, together with their effects on social structure,the only
causesof tension. For, even withina literateculture,the oral tradition- the
transmissionof values and attitudesin face-to-facecontact - nevertheless
remainsthe primarymode of culturalorientation,and, to varyingdegrees,it
is out of step with the variousliteratetraditions. In some respects,perhaps,
100 "The Use and Abuse of History", Thoughts out of Season, trans. Adrian Collins

(Edinburgh, 1909), pp. 33, 9.
Chan Kom, a Maya Village (Washington, D.C., 1934); The Folk Culture of
Yucatan (Chicago, 1941); A Village that Chose Progress: Chan Kom Revised (Chicago,
1950); and for a more general treatment, The Primitive World and its Transformations
(Ithaca, New York, 1953), pp. 73, 108. See also Peter Worsley, The Trumpet
Shall Sound (London, 1957). For the concept of anomie, see Emile Durkheim, Le
Suicide (Paris, 1897), Book II, Ch. V.
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industhis is fortunate. The tendencyof the modernmass-communications
tries,for example,to promoteidealsof conspicuousconsumptionwhichcannot
be realizedby more than a limited proportionof society, might well have
muchmore radicalconsequencesbut for the fact that each individualexposed
to such pressuresis also a memberof one or more primarygroups whose
oral converseis probablymuch more realisticand conservativein its ideological tendency;the mass media are not the only, and they are probablynot
even the main, social influenceson the contemporaryculturaltraditionas
a whole.
Primarygroup values are probablyeven furtherremoved from those of
the "high"literateculture,except in the case of the literatespecialists. This
introducesanother kind of culture conflict, and one which is of cardinal
significancefor Westerncivilization.If, for example,we returnto the reasons
for the relativefailureof universalcompulsoryeducationto bring about the
intellectual,social and politicalresultsthat JamesMill expected,we may well
lay a majorpart of the blameon the gap betweenthe publicliteratetradition
of the school, and the very differentand indeed often directlycontradictory
privateoral traditionsof the pupil'sfamily and peer group. The high degree
of differentiationin exposureto the literatetraditionsets up a basic division
which cannot exist in non-literatesociety: the division between the various
shadesof literacyand illiteracy. This conflict,of course,is most dramatically
focussedin the school, the key institutionof society. As MargaretMead has
pointed out:
Primitive education was a process by which continuity was maintainedbetween
parents and children ... Modern education includes a heavy emphasis upon the
function of education to create discontinuities- to turn the child ... of the
illiterate into the literate.102

A similarand probablyeven more acute stress develops in many cases between the school and the peer group; and quite apart from the difficulties
arisingfrom the substantivedifferencesbetween the two orientations,there
seem to be factors in the very natureof literatemethodswhich make them
ill-suitedto bridgethe gap between the street-cornersociety and the blackboard jungle.
First, becausealthoughthe alphabet,printing,and universalfree education
have combinedto make the literateculturefreely availableto all on a scale
never previouslyapproached,the literate mode of communicationis such
that it does not impose itself as forcefullyor as uniformlyas is the case with
the oral transmissionof the culturaltradition. In non-literatesociety every
social situationcannotbut bringthe individualinto contactwith the group's
patternsof thought,feeling and action:the choice is betweenthe culturaltradition- or solitude. In a literatesociety,however,and quite apartfrom the
102

"Our Educational Emphases in Primitive Perspective", American Journal of Sociology, 48 (1943), p. 637.
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difficulties arising from the scale and complexity of the "high" literate tradition, the mere fact that reading and writing are normally solitary activities
means that insofar as the dominant cultural tradition is a literate one, it is
very easy to avoid; as Bertha Phillpotts wrote in her study of Icelandic
literature:
Printing so obviously makes knowledge accessible to all that we are inclined to
forget that it also makes knowledgevery easy to avoid... A shepherdin an Icelandic homestead, on the other hand, could not avoid spending his evenings in
listening to the kind of literaturewhich interestedthe farmer. The result was a
degree of really national culture such as no nation of today has been able to
achieve.103
The literate culture, then, is much more easily avoided than the oral one; and
even when it is not avoided its actual effects may be relatively shallow. Not
only because, as Plato argued, the effects of reading are intrinsically less deep
and permanent than those of oral converse; but also because the abstractness
of the syllogism and of the Aristotelian categorizations of knowledge do not
correspond very directly with common experience. The abstractness of the
syllogism, for example, of its very nature disregards the individual's social
experience and immediate personal context; and the compartmentalization of
knowledge similarly restricts the kind of connections which the individual can
establish and ratify with the natural and social world. The essential way of
thinking of the specialist in literate culture is fundamentally at odds with that
of daily life and common experience; and the conflict is embodied in the
long tradition of jokes about absent-minded professors.
It is, of course, true that contemporary education does not present problems exactly in the forms of Aristotelian logic and taxonomy; but all our
literate modes of thought have been profoundly influenced by them. In this,
perhaps, we can see a major difference, not only with the transmission of the
cultural heritage of oral societies, but with those of proto-literate ones. Thus
Marcel Granet relates the nature of the Chinese writing system to the "concreteness" of Chinese thought, and his picture of its primary concentration
on social action and traditional norms suggests that the cultural effect of the
writing system was in the direction of intensifying the sort of homeostatic
conservation found in non-literate cultures; it was indeed conceptualised in
the Confucian tao-'tung, or "orthodox transmission of the way." In this
connection it may be noted that the Chinese attitude to formal logic, and to
the categorization of knowledge in general, is an articulate expression of
what happens in an oral culture.'04 Mencius, for example, speaks for the
non-literate approach in general when he comments: "Why I dislike holding
103

Edda and Saga (London, 1931), pp. 162-3.
Marcel Granet, La Pensee chinoise (Paris, 1934), especially pp. vii-xi, 8-55; see
also Hu Shih, The Development of the Logical Method in Ancient China (Shanghai,
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to one point is that it injures the tao. It takes up one point and disregards a
hundred others." 105
The social tension between the oral and literate orientations in Western
society is, of course, complemented by an intellectual one. In recent times
the Enlightenment's attack on myth as irrational superstition has often been
replaced by a regressive yearning for some modern equivalent of the unifying
function of myth: "have not," W. B. Yeats asked, "all races had their first
unity from a mythology that marries them to rock and hill?" 106
In his nostalgia for the world of myths Plato has had a long line of successors. The Rousseauist cult of the Noble Savage, for instance, paid unwitting tribute to the strength of the homogeneity of oral culture, to the
yearning admiration of the educated for the peasant's simple but cohesive
view of life, the timelessness of his living in the present, the unanalytic spontaneity that comes with an attitude to the world that is one of absorbed and
uncritical participation, a participation in which the contradictions between
history and legend, for example, or between experience and imagination, are
not felt as problems. Such, for example, is the literary tradition of the European peasant from Cervantes' Sancho Panza to Tolstoy's Platon Karataev.
Both are illiterate; both are rich in proverbial lore; both are untroubled by
intellectual consistency; and both represent many of the values which, it was
suggested above, are characteristic of oral culture. In these two works, Don
Quixote and War and Peace, which might well be considered two of the
supreme achievements of modern Western literature, an explicit contrast is
made between the oral and literate elements of the cultural tradition. Don
Quixote himself goes mad by reading books; while, opposed to the peasant
Karataev, stands the figure of Pierre, an urban cosmopolitan, and a great
reader. Tolstoy writes of Karataev that-in this like Mencius or like Malinowski's Trobrianders - he:
did not, and could not, understandthe meaningof words apartfrom their context.
Every word and every action of his was the manifestationof an activity unknown
to him, which was his life. But his life, as he regardedit, had no meaning as a
separatething. It had a meaning only as part of a whole of which he was always
conscious.107
Tolstoy, of course, idealizes; but conversely, even in his idealization he suggests one major emphasis of literate culture and one which we immediately
associate with the Greeks - the stress upon the individual; Karataev does
not regard "his life ... as a separate thing". There are, of course, marked
differences in the life-histories of individual members of non-literate societies:
105 Cit. I. A.
Richards, Mencius on the Mind (London, 1932), p. 35.
106 Autobiographies (London, 1955),
p. 194.
107 Leo
Tolstoy, War and Peace, trans. Louise and Aylmer Maude (New York, 1942),
pp. 1078-9.
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the story of CrashingThunderdiffersfrom that of other Winnebago,108
that
and these differencesare often
of Baba of Karo from other Hausa women;109
given public recognitionby ascribingto individualsa personal tutelaryor
guardianspirit. But on the whole there is less individualizationof personal
experiencein oral cultures,which tend, in Durkheim'sphrase, to be characterized by "mechanical solidarity" 110-

by the ties between like persons,

rather than by a more complicatedset of complementaryrelationshipsbetween individualsin a variety of roles. Like Durkheim,many sociologists
would relate this greaterindividualizationof personalexperiencein literate
societies to the effects of a more extensive division of labor. There is no
singleexplanation;but the techniquesof readingand writingare undoubtedly
of very great importance. There is, first of all, the formal distinctionwhich
alphabeticculture has emphasisedbetween the divine, the natural,and the
human orders;secondly, there is the social differentiationto which the institutionsof literateculturegive rise; third,there is the effect of professional
intellectualspecializationon an unprecedentedscale; lastly, there is the immense variety of choice offered by the whole corpus of recordedliterature;
and from these four factors there ensues, in any individualcase, the highly
complextotality derivingfrom the selectionof these literateorientationsand
from the series of primary groups in which the individual has also been

involved.
As for personalawarenessof this individualization,other factorsdoubtless
contributed,but writingitself (especiallyin its simpler,more cursiveforms)
was of greatimportance.For writing,by objectifyingwords, and by making
them and their meaning availablefor much more prolongedand intensive
scrutinythan is possible orally, encouragesprivatethought;the diaryor the
confessionenables the individualto objectifyhis own experience,and gives
him some check upon the transmutationsof memoryunderthe influencesof
subsequentevents.And then, if the diaryis later published,a wider audience
can have concreteexperienceof the differencesthat exist in the historiesof
their fellow men from a recordof a life which has been partiallyinsulated
from the assimilativeprocess of oral transmission.
The diaryis, of course, an extremecase; but Plato's dialoguesthemselves
are evidenceof the generaltendencyof writingto increasethe awarenessof
individualdifferencesin behavior,and in the personalitywhich lies behind
and conthem;1llwhile the novel, which participatesin the autobiographical
108 Paul
Radin, Crashing Thunder: the Autobiography of an American Indian (New
York, 1926), and Primitive Man as Philosopher (New York, 1927).
109 Mary F. Smith, Baba of Karo, a Woman of the Muslim Hausa (London, 1954).
110 Emile Durkheim, The Division of Labor in Society, trans. G. Simpson (New York,
1933), p. 130.
111 In the Theaetetus, for example, emphasis is placed on the inner dialogue of the
soul in which it perceives ethical ideas "by comparing within herself things past and
present with the future" (186 b).
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fessionaldirectionof such writersas St. Augustus,Pepys and Rousseau,and
purportsto portraythe inner as well as the outer life of individualsin the
real world,has replacedthe collectiverepresentationsof myth and epic.
Fromthe pointof view of the generalcontrastbetweenoral and alphabetically literateculture,then, there is a certainidentitybetweenthe spiritof the
Platonicdialoguesand of the novel 112: both kinds of writingexpresswhat is
a characteristicintellectualeffort of literateculture,and presentthe process
wherebythe individualmakes his own more or less conscious, more or less
personal selection, rejection and accommodation,among the conflicting
ideas and attitudesin his culture. This generalkinshipbetweenPlato and the
characteristicart form of literateculture,the novel, suggestsa furthercontrastbetweenoral and literatesocieties:in contrastto the homeostatictransmission of the culturaltraditionamong non-literatepeoples, literate society
leaves more to its members;less homogeneousin its culturaltradition,it
gives more free play to the individual,and particularlyto the intellectual,the
literate specialist himself; it does so by sacrificinga single, ready-made
orientationto life. And, insofar as an individualparticipatesin the literate,
as distinctfrom the oral, culture,such coherenceas a personachievesis very
largelythe resultof his personalselection,adjustmentand eliminationof items
from a highly differentiatedculturalrepertoire;he is, of course,influencedby
all the various social pressures,but they are so numerousthat the pattern
finally comes out as an individualone.
Much could be added by way of developmentand qualificationon this
point, as on much else that has been said above. The contrastcould be extended, for example,by bringingit up to date and consideringlater developmentsin communication,from the inventionof printingand of the power
press, to that of radio, cinema and television. All these latter, it may be
surmised,derivemuch of their effectivenessas agenciesof social orientation
from the fact that their media do not have the abstractand solitaryquality
of readingand writing,but on the contrarysharesomethingof the natureand
impact of the direct personalinteractionwhich obtains in oral cultures. It
may even be that these new modes of communicatingsight and sound without any limit of time or place will lead to a new kind of culture:less inward
and individualisticthan literate culture,probably,and sharingsome of the
relativehomogeneity,though not the mutuality,of oral society.
To speculatefurtheron such lines wouldbe to go far beyondthe purposesof
this essay; and it only remainsto considerbriefly the consequencesof the
generalcourseof the argumentfor the problemas it was posed at the outset
in terms of the distinctionbetweenthe disciplinesprimarily(thoughnot ex112
Jaeger, Paideia (Oxford, 1944), II, 18, speaks of the dialogues and the memoirs by
many members of the circle of Socrates as "new literary forms invented by the Socratic
circle... to re-create the incomparable personality of the master."
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clusively) concerned in the analysis of non-literate and literate societies, that
is, anthropology and sociology.
One aspect of the contrast drawn between non-literate and alphabetic culture would seem to help explain one of the main modern trends in the development of anthropology: for part of the progress which anthropology has
made beyond the ethnocentrism of the 19th century surely derives from a
growing awareness of the implications of one of the matters discussed above:
an awareness, that is, of the extent to which, in the culture of oral societies,
non-Aristotelian models 113 are implicit in the language, the reasoning, and
the kinds of connection established between the various spheres of knowledge.
The problem has been approached in many ways; particularly illuminating,
perhaps, in Dorothy D. Lee's contrast between the 'lineal' codifications of
reality in Western culture, and the 'non-lineal' codifications of the Trobriand
Islanders; and there, incidentally, although Aristotle is not mentioned, his
characteristically analytic, teleological and relational thinking is recognizable
in the governing attitudes that Dorothy Lee presents as the typical literate
mode of thought in contrast to that of the Trobrianders.1l4 Benjamin Lee
Whorf makes a similar point in his contrast of Hopi with SAE (standard
average European). He sees the "mechanistic way of thinking" of Europeans
as closely related to the syntax of the languages they speak, "rigidified and
intensified by Aristotle and the latter's medieval and modern followers".115
The segmentation of nature is functionally related to grammar; Newtonian
space, time and matter, for example, are directly derived from SAE culture
and language.16 He goes on to argue that "our objectified view of time is ...
favorable to historicity and to everything connected with the keeping of
records, while the Hopi view is unfavorable thereto." And to this fact he
links the presence of:
"1. Records, diaries, bookkeeping, accounting, mathematics stimulated by accounting.
2. Interest in exact sequences, dating, calendars,chronology, clocks, time wages,
time graphs,time as used in physics.
3. Annals, histories, the historical attitude, interest in the past, archaeology,
attitudes of introjectiontowards past periods, e.g. classicism, romanticism.""7
113 Just as it has been argued that a proper understandingof Homer depends upon a
"non-Aristotelianliterary criticism" which is appropriate to oral literature: James A.
Notopoulos, "Parataxis in Homer: a New Approach to Homeric Literary Criticism",
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Many of these features are precisely those which we have mentioned as
characteristicof societieswith easy and widespreadsystemsof writing. But
while Whorfand other anthropologicallinguistshave noted these differences
betweenEuropeaninstitutionsand categorieson the one hand and those of
societies like the Trobriandsand the Hopi on the other, they have tended
to relate these variationsto the languagesthemselves,giving little weight to
the influenceof the mode of communicationas such, to the intrinsicsocial
consequencesof literacy.118
On the other hand, what has been said about literacyand the consequent
developmentsof Greek thought leading to the logical methods and to the
categoriesof Aristotle may seem to attributeto one individual,and to the
civilizationto which he belonged, a kind of absolute claim to intellectual
validityto whichneitherthe philosopher,the anthropologist,nor the historian
of ancient civilization,is likely to assent. The currencyof such diffuse assumptionsin generallong ago moved John Locke to an unwontedburst of
wintryhumour:"God has not been so sparingto men to make them barely
two-legged creatures, and left it to Aristotle to make them rational".19
NeverthelessLocke's own treatmentof the "formsof argumentation"
and of
"the division of the sciences"is itself recognisablywithin the traditionthat
derivesfrom Aristotle and his time; and so, in some importantways, is the
literateculture,not only of the West, but of the civilizedworldtoday. There
is obviouslysome more or less absoluteefficacyin the organizationof human
knowledgewhich appearsin the thoughtwaysof the first substantiallyliterate
culture,althoughits definition(whichcould hardlybe more difficult)is well
beyondthe scope of this paper. Max Webersaw as the essentialdifferentiating factor of Westerncivilizationthe "formalrationality"of its institutions;
and this, in turn,he regardedas a more fully developedand more exclusively
practise, version of the ordinaryhuman tendency to act reasonably-to
behave with "substantiverationality".For Weber "formalrationality"was
merely an institutionalisedform of this general tendency working through
"rationallyestablishednorms, by enactment, decrees, and regulations"120
118 For example in his paper "A linguistic consideration of thinking in primitive
communities"(Language, Thought and Reality, pp. 65-86), Whorf discusses Levy-Bruhl's
account of the thinking of primitive man as characterized by participation mystique,
and suggests that the differences are related to the structure of language. No mention
is made of the role of writing and he seems to see language itself as the independent
variable, although in his later paper on "Habitual thought", he does make a passing
reference to writing, as well as to the interdependenceof language and culture (p. 153).
Levi-Strauss,who is much concerned with the linguistic aspects of the problem, makes
no mention of the role of literacy in his analysis of the differences between la pensee
sauvage and la pensee domestiquee, but again the actual process of domestication is
peripheral to his study (1962).
119 Essay Concerning Human Understanding, Book IV, ch. 17, 84.
120 From Max
Weber; Essays in Sociology, trans. H. H. Gerth and C. Wright Mills
(New York, 1946), pp. 298-9. See also The Theory of Social and Economic Organisation,
trans. A. M. Henderson and Talcott Parsons (New York, 1947), pp. 184-6.
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ratherthan throughpersonal,religious,traditionalor charismaticallegiances.
Weber's differentiationin some respects parallels the differentiationmade
above between oral and alphabeticculture and in various places he anticipates part of the argumentadvancedin this paper.121
The presentstudy then, is an attemptto approacha very generalproblem
from one particularpoint of view. In that perspectiveit suggestsone reason
for what has been widelyremarkedupon in the comparisonbetweenanthropology and sociology:the relativeincompletenessof sociologicalanalysesas
comparedwith those of anthropology,and the tendencyfor anthropologists
studyingEuropeansocietiesto limit theirobservationsto villagecommunities
or family groups. For, quite apartfrom differencesof scale and complexity
of social structure,there are two other dimensionsof analysiswhich can in
practicebe largely disregardedby the anthropologistbut not by the student
of literatesocieties.
First the reifyingof the past in writtenrecordmeans that sociologymust
inevitablybe the more deeply concernedwith history. The kinds of practical and theoreticalissues involved here are numerous,for the great importance of the historicaldimension,and its very differentkind of impact on
various social groups, obviously poses acute methodologicalproblems. At
the most generallevel, the analyticmodel of the sociologistmust take into
accountthe fact that from one point of view his data includematerialsaccumulatedfrom earlierculturesand periods, and that the existenceof these
records greatly increasesthe possible alternativeways of thinkingand behavingfor the membersof the society he is studying,as well as influencing
their actionin other ways. This addedcomplexitymeansthat certainaspects
of the past continueto be relevant(or at least potentiallyso) for the contemporaryscene; and it also means that when functionaltheoreticalmodels are
used, the interconnectionscan hardlybe as director immediateas those the
anthropologistmight expect in non-literatesocieties.
Secondly,the sociologistmust in any case recognizethat sincein alphabetic
society much of the homeostaticfunctionof the oral traditionworks at the
inwardand individualratherthan at the overt and public level, sociological
descriptions,which inevitably deal primarilywith collective life, are considerablyless completethan those of anthropology,and consequentlyprovide
a less certainguideto understanding
the behaviorof the particularindividuals
of whom the society is composed.
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SUMMARY

Recent anthropologyhas rightlyrejectedthe categoricaldistinctionsbetween
the thinkingof "primitive"and "civilized"peoples, between "mythopoeic"
modes of thought. But the reactionhas been pushed
and "logico-empirical"
too far: diffuse relativismand sentimentalegalitarianismcombineto turn a
blind eye on some of the most basic problemsof humanhistory. Wherethe
intellectualdifferencesin the culturaltraditionsof complex and simple societies are given adequaterecognition,the explanationsoffered are unsatisfactory. In the case of Western civilization,for example, the origins are
soughtin the natureof the Greekgenius,in the grammaticalstructureof the
Indo-Europeanlanguages,or, somewhatmore plausibly,in the technological
advancesof the BronzeAge and the associateddevelopmentsin the division
of labor.
In our view, however,insufficientattentionhas been paid to the fact that
the urbanrevolutionof the Ancient Near East producedone invention,the
invention of writing, which changed the whole structureof the cultural
tradition. Potentially,humanintercoursewas now no longerrestrictedto the
impermanencyof oral converse. But since the first methods of writing
employedwere difficultto master, their effects were relativelylimited, and
it was only when the simplicityand flexibilityof later alphabeticwritingmade
widespreadliteracypossible that for the first time there began to take concrete shape in the Greek world of the 7th centuryB.C. a society that was
essentiallyliterate and that soon establishedmany of the institutionsthat
became characteristicof all later literate societies.
The developmentof an easy systemof writing(easyboth in termsof the
materialsemployedand the signs used) was more than a mere pre-condition
of the Greek achievement;it influencedits whole natureand developmentin
fundamentalways. In oral societies the culturaltraditionis transmittedalmost entirelyby face-to-facecommunication;and changesin its content are
accompaniedby the homeostaticprocess of forgettingor transformingthose
parts of the traditionthat cease to be either necessaryor relevant. Literate
societies,on the otherhand, cannotdiscard,absorb,or transmutethe past in
the same way. Instead,their membersare faced with permanentlyrecorded
versionsof the past and its beliefs;and becausethe past is thus set apartfrom
the present, historical enquiry becomes possible. This in turn encourages
scepticism;and scepticism, not only about the legendarypast, but about
receivedideas about the universeas a whole. From here the next step is to
see how to buildup and to test alternativeexplanations:and out of this there
arose the kind of logical, specialized,and cumulativeintellectualtraditionof
sixth-centuryIonia. The kinds of analysisinvolvedin the syllogism,and in
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the other forms of logical procedure,are clearly dependentupon writing,
indeed upon a form of writing sufficiently simple and cursive to make
possible widespreadand habitualrecourse both to the recordingof verbal
statementsand then to the dissectingof them. It is probablethat it is only
the analytic process that writing itself entails, the written formalizationof
sounds and syntax, which make possible the habitual separatingout into
formally distinct units of the various cultural elements whose indivisible
wholenessis the essentialbasis of the "mysticalparticipation"which LevyBruhl regardsas characteristicof the thinkingof non-literatepeoples.
One of the problemswhich neitherLevy-Bruhlnor any other advocateof
a radical dichotomybetween "primitive"and "civilized"thought has been
able to resolveis the persistenceof "non-logicalthinking"in modernliterate
societies. But, of course,we mustreckonwith the fact that in our civilization,
writingis clearlyan addition,not an alternative,to oral transmission.Even in
our buch und lesen culture,childrearingand a multitudeof other forms of
activity both within and outside the family depend upon speech: and the
relationshipbetween the written and the oral traditionsmust be regarded
as a majorproblemin Westerncultures.
A considerationof the consequencesof literacyin these terms,then, throws
some light not only upon the natureof the Greek achievementbut also upon
the intellectualdifferencesbetweensimpleand complexsocieties. There are,
of course, many other consequenceswe have not discussed- for instance,
the role of writingin the runningof centralizedstates and other bureaucratic
organizations;our aim has only been to discussin very generaltermssome of
the more significanthistoricaland functionalconsequencesof literacy.122
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